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Terrestrial
Titans
What Radio Groups’ Country
Focus Means For Nashville

only speak for why we do. It’s a very viable long-term
business [because] 70 to 100 million people is a very
large, addressable market. And Cumulus has a very
unique and advantageous position that we want to continue to leverage and get better at. If the rest of the radio community sees it that way
and wants to take advantage of
lear Channel has Bobby Bones, its Artist Integration programs, a new deal
it or participate with us in that,
with CMT and the upcoming iHeartRadio Country Festival. CBS Radio
I think that’s a good thing.”
brought its top execs to Nashville last year to tout its commitment and the
Rather than a sudden pivot,
Amplified initiative. Townsquare has Taste Of Country. Journal has NashHunnicutt calls Clear Channel’s
efforts in Country “a mindset
ville Edge. And Cumulus, of course, has Nash [see story page 31]. The latter’s multiadjustment. When you have the
faceted vision is even touted by CEO Lew Dickey in calls with Wall Street analysts.
platforms and opportunities
Gary Overton
How and why country music and Country radio became a “content vertical” may
we have, you think about how
to really make an impact. That can come in different
have as much to do with consolidation as it does with timing and the genre’s resurgence. Radio groups, after all, aren’t the only large entertainment entities investing forms. The world premiere programs we do can really
get a record out of the gates with higher familiarity
in country and its stars. But the impact on Nashville is undeniable. Competition,
more quickly. That’s important for the artist, the lissensitivity over superstar access, opportunities for new artists and many other istener and our radio stations. We’re here to play the hits
and the more hits we can create, the better it fuels the
sues continue to shape these rapidly evolving relationships.
machine for all of us.”
Like Clear Channel, CBS Radio’s efforts are more
seems a little fragmented. I think groups
Come One, Come All
see the opportunity to invest and focus even evolution than revolution. “We have always been
“This is something those of us on
focused on Country,” says VP/Country Jeff Kapugi.
further in country.”
the inside have been saying for years,”
“While our Amplify program was new last year, it’s
From radio’s perspective, there are many
says UMG/Nashville Chairman/CEO
more about organizing some things that we had been
reasons to like the genre. “You’ve got a
Mike Dungan. “We are really America’s
doing across our Country enterprise for a while.”
litany of stars putting out great music,” says
music. We somewhat knew and certainly
With a long view of the format, Borchetta sees
Clear Channel EVP/Programming Clay
suspected it for a long time, but now we
several shifts. “Not too terribly long ago, people didn’t
Hunnicutt. “We’re back to being a good,
see it in the attendance at our shows and
bet on Boston, for instance,” he says. “People who
mass appeal format where young and old
in PPM. People are bouncing around,
Mike Dungan
don’t follow what we do on a daily basis are consisare enjoying the music. Country music is
listening to all kinds of stuff and Countently surprised how well our stations do in Chicago,
still ages eight to 80. It’s a highly accepted format for
try is a large part of peoples’ listening habits.”
Philadelphia and so many other top markets. National
advertisers – something a lot of companies want to
Warner Music Nashville President/CEO John Esformats are more a function of radio’s business and
have large footprints in because it’s very sellable. It’s
posito says conglomerates can’t help but notice. “And
continued adjustments to make their business make
not vulgar. There are a lot of aspects that really work in
not just the radio companies, but the music compasense, post-mega mergers.”
country’s favor.”
nies,” he says. “The success of the past few years has
Country’s youth movement is also a facpeople in corporations having more discussions about
tor. “The investment [in Country] is also
Flavor In Favor
country, which is great. They finally woke up to this
a result of identifying that they need to be
Good music has been aided by market
stuff, you know?
there to see continued growth in all dem“Things like Blake being a coach on The Voice makes forces, as well. “The climate has really idenos,” Borchetta says. “As much as some of
tified that, predominantly, there are only
country more accessible,” he continues. “I’m sure
the older PDs don’t want to chase the 18two ubiquitous music formats – Country
Keith Urban is having a similar effect with American
34 demo, they can’t run from it. There’s
and Top 40,” says BMLG President/CEO
Idol. You start having things like that happen and
a fear that we’re a little bit more flavor-ofScott Borchetta. “So [groups] see that they
I’m sure it’s helping the sales departments at radio
John Esposito
the-month with that demo – when they see
have to be in this business. They see the
stations. There’s a snowball effect and if I were an
something else shiny, they’ll run toward it.
continued longevity, the continued artist
owner of a cluster of radio stations, I’d be making the
We haven’t seen anything that says that they will, but it
development, the continued cultural effects it’s havinvestment, too.”
just goes to show you how deep the format is.”
And country may be the best bet out there, “especial- ing on all media. They’re smart for not only paying
attention, but also having a vision on how they can
ly if you compare it against some of the other genres
Metrics System
take their assets and add to the mix.”
at radio,” says Sony/Nashville Chairman/CEO Gary
Whatever the causes, there’s no doubt that national
For Cumulus’ part, Co-COO John Dickey agrees.
Overton. “Ours is focused, very broad and pulling in
“I can’t speak for why others feel it’s important, I can platforms are changing way the way Nashville does
millions of people. Programming on the other formats
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Terrestrial Titans
business. “It’s certainly one-stop shopping for the artists
and, to a broader extent, the labels and the people that
service those artists,” Dungan says. “It’s nice to be able to
go to one place, do one great interview and know that
you’re reaching people across the country. But it’s still
too early to tell the full impact.”
A boom-or-bust aspect accompanies centralization.
“If you’ve got the goods and the guy calling the shots
– Bobby Bones, Blair Garner or whoever – is totally
into it and wants to become a proponent, then it’s
great,” Dungan continues. “But if they don’t, it can
be very difficult because this used to be a much more
laborious task of going market
to market, station to station,
personality to personality and
with varying results. If you
limit the number of players,
you’re going to increase the
odds that it could go one way
or another.”
Big Machine is adapting
Clay Hunnicutt
through a general philosophy
of adaptation. “Our approach
is to take the new playbook, the new rules and let’s
play to win,” Borchetta says. “Regardless of what year
it is, I don’t think anything changes from our strategy
of making sure we understand the rules and exploit
them to the fullest. Figure out how to continue to be
[radio’s] best partner and make sure that we’re maximizing all of our efforts. There’s always going to be
change. This is just this year’s model.”
Hunnicutt says the changes are clearly beneficial to
the music business. “The difference is scale – that we
actually have the platforms to showcase their artists and
deliver a great return on their time investment,” he says.
“Having the metrics to really show how many times spots
ran and how much impact they’ve had has been a big
difference maker.”

O

ver time, radio
groups’
Country
platforms are
bound to
become
more
deeply
rooted
in their
companies.
Competition with
each other and with
other entertainment
platforms can only enhance
their ability to get music to the
fans.
“Amplify will continue to grow,
with our goal being to continue
to help sell music for the artists
and labels while building the
brands of our Country stations,”
says CBS Radio’s Jeff Kapugi.
“We are constantly coming up
with new ideas that we discuss
internally and with the labels.
The evolution never stops.”
Same with Clear Channel,
which is gearing up for its first
iHeartRadio Country Festival.

“We’re constantly
working on new,
creative and
bigger ideas,”
says Clay
Hunnicutt.
“And
you’re going
to continue to
see refinements of
the things we’re doing. New technology will
come along that will help
that as well.”
And innovation isn’t limited
to the biggest companies. “All of
these groups are getting better
at developing mobile platforms,”
says UMG/Nashville’s Mike
Dungan. “We recently saw a
piece about the Cox station in
Houston, which has come up with
this very inventive, really fan-interactive way to keep those listeners
and make them feel like they’re a
part of the equation and part of
the decisions. It’s just a matter of
time before all these big groups
develop things that are similar.

It’s going to be one more step to
one-stop shopping and the ability
to spread your message very
quickly and very efficiently.”
Not to be forgotten are
the back-room structures that
make all the whiz-bang go.
“We continue to make ground
with performance rights,” says
BMLG’s Scott Borchetta. “With
all the attention that the digital
dashboard is getting, I have had
a couple more of these serious
conversations with radio groups.
You’re wanting to flip the switch,
but you haven’t dealt with what
has held you back from doing
it – the digital rates.
“We’re going to get to that
moment where you’re just
broadcasting and it doesn’t
matter where or when or what
they’re listening to. If they’re
listening digitally, we’re going to
have to get to a moment where
we have a performance rights
agreement. More and more,
people are understanding the
partnership that we all have to
have as content creators.”

direction and usually they understand. It’s an interestShould competitiveness lead groups to ask labels
ing juggling act, but it’s frankly a fun juggling act.”
and artists to play favorites? “I don’t view it that way,”
Dungan points to ways groups can win without putDickey says. “This is part of being close, spending time
ting labels in uncomfortable spots. “Clear Channel has
and counting a lot of Nashville decision-makers as
proven that they create their own excluassociates and friends. I get their job and
sives,” he says. “They’ll take an event and
responsibility, so I would never ask them to
turn it into something that makes it look
do something that would be unfair to them,
and feel like they are right in the center of
or something that I wouldn’t want to do if I
it. And that’s a wonderful thing.”
was in their shoes.
Hunnicutt adds, “We really don’t ask for
“A lot of people play those games,”
exclusives on world premieres. We aren’t
Exclusively Inclusive
he continues. “That’s still part of staking
getting the record before anybody else. We
Keeping an eye on the guy across the street is
out turf on the playground like we’re in
just go to the label and say, ‘Here’s what
longstanding radio SOP, and it’s no different on a
high school. But that’s missing the bigger
Jeff Kapugi
we would like to do, would you guys like to
national scale. “We’re all very aware,” Hunnicutt says. picture. Quite frankly, looking at relationdo it with us? We’re going to make it really
“I know they’re aware of what we’re doing and we’re
ships in these content partnerships and
big, put all of our full efforts behind it and our radio
aware of what they’re doing or working on. We all
respecting what the artists have to do and need to do
stations are all in.’ We want to make sure that we’re
hear bits and pieces; we all sit on boards
with their time and their allotted bandgood partners in that aspect. Our ‘Ultimate Contests’
and things like that together, so it’s not
width – I don’t think that’s a fair request.
– if the label wants to do one with CBS Radio, they can.
that tight-lipped of a community.”
For the artists and the label community,
That’s up to them. We do our own thing and try not to
Nevertheless, the competitive balance is a
the Switzerland approach is fair and lets
worry about anybody else.”
consideration for all involved. “I don’t think
everybody else be smart around that, or
there’s a hyper-sensitivity, but we always try
not smart around that.”
Loco Locals
to think, ‘If we do this, what are the other
Situational play-calling can make sense,
The national level conversation doesn’t necessarguys going to think?’” Overton says. “Because
however. “We find unique and important
ily mean those crosstown battles have gotten any less
you’ve got the big chains, Townsquare and
qualities in each relationship,” Esposito
Scott Borchetta
heated. “It definitely has changed that part of the
SiriusXM carving their niche, among othsays. “It’s the collective job of me and my
landscape,” Borchetta says. “If you’re having a challenge
ers. So it’s just about being sure about how
competitors to be smart about how you
in one market, that can reverberate across the entire
you’re doing business. It’s just like dealing with Walmart balance that. You can’t give it all to one – just because
broadcast company. For some of those on-the-spot deciand Target on the retail side.”
you’re the biggest doesn’t mean that you get everysions, it makes you kind of step back and consider the
“It’s starting to develop into something that certainly
thing. In the heyday of record stores it was the same
repercussions. There are more ripples in the pond now.
has the potential to create tension if one party does not get thing, but there’s a way to balance it. And I’m not sayNot that long ago when you had a big market battle,
an exclusive or one party does not get the first of someing there aren’t occasional challenges because people
you might say, ‘Well, I’m going to go with that guy,
thing,” Dungan adds. “But all parties right now seem to be sometimes don’t see the big picture. But you get into
because that’s more aligned with the support I need for
playing pretty fairly. Let’s hope it continues that way.”
the discussion, explain why something went another

Terrestrial Titans
our artists.’ You got to decide. It’s a lot more difficult
to choose sides now, because we’ve got so many great
partners with different companies. When you have a
Clear Channel up against a CBS or what have you, it’s
not nearly as simple as it used to be.”
“The station versus station battles still exist – they’re
fighting every day for every listener, piece of ground,
concert and ticket,” Hunnicutt explains. “At the higher
level, it’s not quite that cutthroat with the album
specials and world premieres. No artist wants to cut off
their nose to spite their face. If they do something for
us, they’re going to do something with Cumulus and
they’re going to do something with CBS. It’s naive to
think otherwise because those are the second and third
most powerful Country operators. The ripple effect is
much smaller as well, because even if one local radio
station gets mad, that doesn’t impact the entire chain.”
Put another way, Hunnicutt says, “We have national activation, but local radio stations do their
own business, as well. Local PDs are making their
decisions to defend their radio stations and to get
their ratings as high as they can. So I don’t call radio
stations and tell them to play nicey-nice because I’m
trying to get a world premiere done.”
Dickey leans toward judicious application of national influence. “Scale is helpful,” he says. “Everybody’s
got to make decisions based on resource allocation
and return on those resources. If you’ve got more
scale and size, those decisions oftentimes fall your
way. Those are tie-breakers. There’s a responsibility to
understand what your scale is and use it smartly, but
it’s unfair to use that to conscript the artist and label
community into a competitive battle.”
But in a contentious situation, working up the
chain can be helpful. “It definitely benefits to have a
creative conversation,” Borchetta says. “If you really
run into a trouble spot, you might have to say alright,
let’s get on a conference call with Clay Hunnicutt to
make sure we have a proper understanding. So, it’s a
longer tail to get to the right answer and make sure
we’re not doing any long-term damage.”
Draw Back To The Future
Big asks from big companies seem to have the
greatest impact on big artists. “There’s no question
about it,” Dungan says. “It makes it very difficult for
these guys that are in high demand to strategically
place themselves where they can do the most good for
themselves, but also not burn a relationship.”
“Access to our artists, especially superstars, is
becoming a bit of an issue just because everybody
wants them,” Esposito agrees. “Everybody’s putting
on festivals and we love that, but there’s only so many
hours in a day. There is a balancing act that we have to
all be aware of. But that’s a high-class problem, as far
Volume 9, Issue 1, February 2014
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as I’m concerned. We all just figure out how to make
the ecosystem work. I don’t see a single downside.”
On the coin’s other side, the upside may best benefit
new acts, particularly when a chain finds something to
champion. “It’s encouraging in the same way as when
Walmart or Target says they’re really into an artist, will
buy a certain quantity and give it a lot of visibility,” Dungan says. “You go, ‘Wow. We’ve got the whole country
covered.’ It’s really encouraging to feel that from a
broadcast standpoint. It’s dangerous for all the reasons
we just discussed, but we’re not going to change the
way we do business. We’ve always been focused on the
highest possible quality and the only time we ever feel
like we get in trouble is when we push the envelope. We
maintain a high level of quality, but sometimes it’s hard
to convince the person on the other side of the desk that
you haven’t moved too far out of the box.”
Where new artists can feel the pinch is the traditional label aversion to national playlists. “Clear Channel

“

Everybody’s
putting on festivals
and we love that, but
there’s only so many
hours in a day. There
is a balancing act ...
but that’s a highclass problem.
–John Esposito

”

has not done that in the current era with the current
executives, so the biggest has not gone to a national
playlist,” Borchetta says. “Cumulus has opened up a lot
more, especially in the last 12 months, to understanding some of the ebbs and flows. They’re finding ways
to get more new music on the air and having more of a
positive effect. You don’t have [a national list] at CBS.
Townsquare has a list that goes out, but there’s room
for the programmers to program. We’re always going to
fight for individuality and, right now, it feels a lot better
than it did a year ago.”
He echoes Dungan’s comments: “We’re the risktaker for the most part in this mathematic equation,
so we’re always going to hope that you have those
people with a vision to be the first one to play Florida
Georgia Line. You hope you get the same thing for
The Cadillac Three – that person who will embrace
a new artist. You just always want the opportunity for
leaders to be able to lead.”

Not surprisingly, Esposito adds his voice to the chorus.
“We still love local programming, because our job is to
break new artists and keep this ecosystem going,” he says.
“So we don’t focus solely on massive campaigns. When
you’re doing a Blake or Hunter Hayes album launch,
we have to be looking at that. But when we’re trying to
get people to pay attention to Brett Eldredge, it’s a good
thing that they’re given some freedom locally to make
sure we can impact the artist development process.”
All Bets Are In
Across the board, this titanic investment in
country is seen in a positive light. “There are a lot
of Country radio stations that are doing amazingly
well,” Hunnicutt says. “Ours, Cumulus, CBS and
other guys are having great success in the format
right now. A lot of people ask me, ‘Hey, what’s going
on at Country? Why are they all of a sudden popping
up into the top three 25-54?’ I get those questions a
lot. And it’s just the format is really great right now.
All the pieces are working well together. We’ve got
great radio stations and the product is really there, so
it’s a match made in heaven.”
Borchetta takes a long view. “When you see these
huge broadcast companies doubling down, it’s not just
because they love the music,” he says. “They’re seeing a
lot of other things that they really like in their research.
They’re seeing a lot of demographic and psychographic
information that says this is a good bet. And a good
future bet. It’s not things they can put a dollar in now
and take out two dollars tomorrow. They’re betting on
the future of country music, which I just love.”
“They’re investing in the format and we’re building
together,” Overton adds. “We are working hand-in-hand
and in the near-term there will be a refining of these
relationships. Over the longer term, other formats will
have resurgences at some point and some attention
may be shifted. But the important thing is that country
will have grown to a new level.”
Esposito points to one of country’s big advantages
for anyone investing in it. “Part of what’s attracting
these major players is realizing that when you truly
develop an artist in this format, that artist can be a
multi-decade artist,” he says. “George Strait is the
greatest example, and I know they see the economic
opportunity around all that those artists do.
“I want to implore them to never forget that. This
format’s hotter than it ever was. If you stay deeply
invested – especially in artist development so that we
can continue to feed that ecosystem – we all can benefit for decades. Long past the time you and I will be
working in this business. I just want them to stay their
course and understand it really is different. We are not
a disposable artist format. The fans’ loyalty has CMA
Music Festival damn near sold out and they haven’t
announced a single artist. You don’t really get that in
any other format.”
CAC
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Proud to welcome 25+ new radio partners for 2014!

ST. JUDE RADIO
25 YEARS STRONG
“The programming, sales and community benefits gene
rated by the St. Jude event will
pay you back ten-fold in your market.”
— Tim Roberts, WYCD, Detroit
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“The St. Jude event is our ‘Super Bowl’ and a big reason for our con
tinued ratings success.”
–– Travis Moon, KAJA, San Antonio

www.stjuderadio.org

(901) 578-2015

Mike
Brophey
At Home In
The Country
During his freshman year in college, Mike
Brophey discovered something much more
worthy of study than rocks − radio. An
early taste for Top 40 and some of its most
entertaining personalities eventually set him
on a career path that took him throughout the
Northeast, south to Kentucky and elsewhere
in search of his own place in the business.
Brophey found that place in 1996 when he
was tapped to lead WKLB/Boston. Now
one of the nation’s most respected Country
programmers, he loves to talk about the fun he
experienced along the way.

The first station I ever really heard was
Top 40 WACK-AM/Newark, NJ in the
late ’50s. It was a high-energy AM. I
gravitated to Top 40 primarily because
of the pace, and because a lot of the
personalities were true entertainers.
Beyond WACK and except for a brief
hippie phase, it was all [Top 40] WABCAM/New York for me. I loved listening
to Ron Lundy, Dan Ingram, and Cousin
Brucie. In ’74 or ’75, I had the chance
to tour WABC and meet Ron Lundy,
which was quite a thrill. And seeing
WABC’s studios was eye-opening. A
little later I became more involved
with the Philadelphia market, and was
really influenced by [Top 40] WFILAM, with the late Jay Cook and the late
Jim O’Brien. To some extent I was also
influenced by [Top 40] WIBG-AM, and
later, WIFI-FM, which was one of the

Cow Men: Talking (c) with Chris
LeDoux (l) and Tim McGraw
around 1990.

first FM Tops 40s and a dream station. I
was on the air there in the ’80s.
My initial interest in radio came when
I was a Geology major at Susquehanna
University in Selinsgrove, PA. My first
mineralogy exam was a big round table
full of red rocks that we had to identify.
I switched to Communications as soon
as possible.
My first commercial radio job was
technically part-time at Beautiful Music
WSPK/Poughkeepsie, NY. It was 1973,
and I was a jack of all trades. Although
I had experience spinning on the air at
college, we didn’t run spots. So when
the guy before me set up my first hour
and came in with about 25 carts, I asked
him what they were all for. He told me

it was my first hour of spots! I had to fit
in all the spots, plus do live reads and
hit the network, all while trying to fight
first-day nervousness. It was a challenge.
The highlight of the day was a perfect
back-time into the network news. I was
so proud I was able to do that. Then I
realized I was exactly five minutes early!
My first on-air job in Philly happened
in 1981 at [Beautiful Music WEAZFM] Eazy 101. I was hired a year later
at crosstown Hot AC WIFI-FM “I-92”
[now WXTU]. It was also where I was
introduced to Country – four formats
later! I remember when we flipped in
1984. It was a big secret, of course, but
I was asked to help carry in a bunch of
Fidelipac boxes. I peeked inside and
spotted a Barbara Mandrell cart, so the
cat was out of the bag!

“

of laughs, which translated into great onair work. I remember sneaking into the
production room before my on-air shift
at one station and calling the guy in the
studio that I was going to relieve. In the
background, I put on a loud sound effect
record of a train station and told him
I couldn’t get in because the train had
been delayed. I was about 10 feet away
from him and could see him through the
window just steaming. It was great!
I recall running Yankee baseball early
in my career at WBNR-AM/Beacon, NY.
The games were sponsored by a beer
company, and somehow I missed one of
the spots. I wanted to make it good, but
I didn’t have the spot or patch cords.
So, the next time the spot came on, I
held a cassette recorder up to the studio
monitor and recorded it. Then I ran

I learned more than
radio and music; I learned
the importance of protecting
your people, fairness and a lot
of positive things that are
now part of who I am.

One of my most memorable brushes
with stardom was during a show at the
Philadelphia Civic Center with Conway
Twitty, George Jones and Randy Travis.
We weren’t on the Conway song at the
time, and Conway was marching around
backstage obviously in a snit. He walked
up to me and said, “Is it you not playing
my song?” Our PD was on the other
side of the stage at that moment and I
pointed to him and told Conway, “It’s
him!” I threw him right under the bus.
Conway walked away mumbling, “I just
want to see the face of the man who
won’t play my music!”
I remember radio being less complicated
back then. There seemed to be more
time for creativity, hanging out, working
on the perfect promo, and a whole lot

which I desperately needed, and
brought me into a new way of thinking
about country music and Country
radio. John Hart, who at the time was
one of my PDs in Philly, gave me a lot
of hands-on experience. I learned the
importance of protecting your people,
fairness and a lot of positive things that
are now part of who I am.
I would tell young broadcasters to be
open-minded. Be eager to learn and to
adopt new technology. Emulate those
you respect while developing your own
style. Network – less to get the next
job, and more to learn in the present
one. Do not be afraid of mid-course
career adjustments. Create goals and a
timeline to accomplish them. Stick with
it and absolutely give it your all, finding
ways to stand out from the crowd along

”

downstairs to the production studio, held
the recorder up to the mic and recorded
it. I dubbed it to cart and got it on the air.
It sounded awful, but we didn’t miss the
spot! It ran as an adjacency.
One of the people who helped me
launch this incredible career was
Larry Augustine, the Chairman of
the Communications Department at
Susquehanna University. He gave me a
lot of advice. When I was in Kentucky,
I sent a tape to the late Jay Cook at
WFIL/Philadelphia. Within a few days
he sent my tape and letter back, with
about five notes on it. His comments
completely changed my on air delivery
and my career. I still have that letter.
I’ve had some great PDs in Country.
Bob Young in Philly gave me structure,

Reel World: Manning the
board in Philly at WIFI 92
in 1982.

the way. Make the necessary sacrifices of
time. Roll up your sleeves and be in the
trenches. Celebrate your successes. Be
genuine, and apply The Golden Rule.
Country radio has especially afforded
me a role in helping to raise millions
of dollars for charity over the years.
The award for CMA Major Market
Station Of The Year for WKLB was a big
honor in 2012, and the CRS/Country
Aircheck award for Major Market
Program Director stood out last year. It
took a long while to accept the idea that
I would be inducted into the Country
Radio Hall Of Fame, though. It truly is
unbelievable. Not in my wildest dreams
could I have anticipated this honor. I
am thankful and very proud.
CAC
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Jim
Denny
Hometown
Boy

It’s not just that Jim Denny has
been in Indianapolis for his
entire radio career, or that he’s
been doing mornings at WFMS
for 25 years. It’s that no matter
what else has tried to pull his
focus away, radio has always
been the thing that kept his
attention. And even better is
that the woman who’s been by
his side for 25 years will share
this honor with him in a very
special way.

I always liked radio and listened to the
disc jockeys – some guys were really
strong. A friend’s dad was in TV and I
asked him one time how to get in radio.
He told me to just go find a small station
somewhere, get on part-time and work
your way up. I was going to college for
psychology and got a part-time gig at a
little station in Danville, IN. Within three
or four weeks they offered me middays.
I thought I’d try to do both radio and
school, but I really fell in love with radio,
so school became secondary. So did
the grades at that point. There was just
something about one person talking to
and entertaining all these people.

LBT Sandwich: Kevin Freeman,
Deb Honeycutt and Denny (center,
l-r) are the meat in a Little Big
Town greet.

I was at the Danville station two or three
years. Then I went to a little station
in Crawfordsville and then back into
Indianapolis. I worked at a couple of
Big Band stations, which I loved: Glenn
Miller and Tommy Dorsey and stuff like
that. My grandparents played a lot of
that, so I knew it.
I’m also a bluegrass musician and played
for a year-and-a-half or two years with
Alison Krauss. We were trying to do gigs
on the weekends while I was working
full-time. The problem we had was we’d
have a gig in Pennsylvania and then one
up in Wisconsin, so it was mostly on the
road. And I just got a little older and
you can’t really have much of a life that
way. In ‘86 or ‘87 I said, “I’ve got to do it
just regionally or not at all.” Alison was
on her way up and it was time for her to
separate from the guys who can’t do it
anymore. And she did pretty well!
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I’d been interested in going to ‘FMS
for a while and got a call from PD Russ
Schell inviting me to lunch. So I dressed
up, bought his lunch and didn’t hear
anything for a while. I inquired again,
and he invited me for lunch again. So
I bought lunch again. The third time I
paid for lunch I thought, “I don’t think
this is working right.” Finally I saw him
at an Alabama concert and mentioned
I was thinking about moving down to
WKIS/Miami and he said, “See me
Monday morning.” I showed up, he gave
me the midday deal and I’ve been here
25 years. I did middays for about three
months, they moved me to afternoons
for a year-and-a-half, and then I moved

“

But it’s kind of neat that thousands and
thousands of people grew up hearing
you every morning. And you get to hear
how you made a difference in their life.
Maybe you comforted them during
tough times, or made them laugh, or just
said something that stuck with them. It
makes you realize it’s a big responsibility.
But when you’re doing it you don’t really
think of it that way. So watching this
town grow and being able to be a part of
it – that’s very cool to me.
My longevity is due to luck. And
changing with the times. Deb
[Honeycutt] and Kevin [Freeman]
and I have been working together for

Instead of wanting to
pump my hand in the air, it
makes me want to sit back
and reflect, like Sally Field
– they must like me!

to mornings with Charlie Morgan for
about six years.
During an early interview with Wynonna
as her solo career was taking off, I
said, “You are huge.” She just looked
at me and said, “Huge, huh?” I had to
backtrack. “No, no ... I don’t mean ... “
Oh, God, what have I done? She laughed
it off and said, “I know you’re talking
about the career.” I was so relieved! My
face was red, and I knew she was just
going to mess with me at that point. She
probably felt sorry for me.
I’m the most proud of the fact that I was
born in Indianapolis, raised here most
of my life, started in radio here and
have been able to stay this long. People
come up and say, “Man, I was just a little
kid when I started listening to you.” It’s
only 25 years, give me a little bit of a
break on that! I’m not that horribly old.

”

15 years. We’re really good friends,
which makes a difference. You can’t just
force relationships so the fact that we
became friends almost before we were
put together helps. And sometimes you
just get lucky. Most people don’t stay in
a market that long, but both Kevin and
Deb are from here, so it’s very unusual
for all of us. We know we’re blessed.

There are so many entertainment
outlets. Everything we do is faster now.
You have to be shorter and get the
point across a little quicker. The one
thing radio still has that you can’t get
from other mediums is the local angle.
I can get on the air and talk about the
great high school game last night in
Broderville or that great interception
by Tommy Jones, or the local Girl Scout
group. That’s what keeps radio alive is
that when people listen, they’re hearing
about their hometown. The music’s very

important, but it’s about the great fish
fry going on down at the church this
weekend, you know? That kind of stuff
you can’t get anywhere else.
I’m way too young to be inducted into
the Hall of Fame. It was really very
exciting and I’m still just shocked.
When I got the call, my wife and I
were down in Florida and it was the
culmination of a great day. The weather
was beautiful and we got to walk the
beach. I got the call in the evening as the
sun was setting. They told me and I knew
it doesn’t get any better than this. One
of those perfect days.

Famous In A Small Town: Denny
(l) and the team get some hang
time with Miranda Lambert.

We’ve been lucky enough on the show
to get two CMA awards and an ACM,
so it’s neat that as a team we’ve been
honored. It seems kind of weird to get
an individual award like this. That’s the
thing that threw me. Instead of wanting
to pump my hand in the air, it makes
me want to sit back and reflect, like Sally
Field – they must like me! I can’t think
of a bigger honor, it’s the most exciting
thing I’ve ever had.
The biggest blessing is that my wife of
18 years has been a traffic reporter at
‘FMS for years. She was there before
me, so I have worked continuously with
her for 25 years. And she’s going to do
the induction. No one else has worked
with me that long and no one knows
me as well, so I’m excited about that.
Obviously because she’s my wife, but also
because we’ve been together on the air
every single morning.
CAC
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Paul
Schadt
Nice Guy
Finishes First

He might have ended up delivering
your mail if things had gone a little
differently, but Paul Schadt has been
on the air in Charlotte for more than
30 years, calling WKKT’s morning
show home since 1997. For the last two
decades, he’s also hosted the nationally
syndicated Racing Country USA, so
he’s not only a household name in
Charlotte, he’s known by Country
fans everywhere. And while he prides
himself on being easy to get along with,
no matter who’s asking, the word that
keeps coming up to explain his success
and longevity in radio, in the market
and on the station is luck.

Growing up, I always thought it would
be fun to do something like this, but
radio was probably not what I was
thinking. I was driving one day in
January of 1981 and stopped at a phone
booth (they still had those back then)
to call the radio station I was listening
to. I asked the guy, “How’d you get
into radio?” He told me his path and
I then basically did exactly what he
did. He had volunteered at the UNCC
radio station in Charlotte, then got a
part-time job at a radio station. So I
volunteered and learned how to do
all the different things, and got a part
time job at WSOC that spring. They
had an AM station at the time and I was
running Braves baseball. From there I
went to the FM, where I was running
the Bob Kingsley countdown and doing
weather breaks. Then I did some parttime weekend stuff and worked my way

All In The Family:
Schadt with his
nephew,
now-WPOC/
Charlotte PD
DJ Stout,
circa 1979.

up. In the beginning you really don’t
have any idea what radio is all about so
you may think that will be your career,
but I never dreamed I’d still be here
more than 32 years later.
I did overnights for about three years,
and, at the time, nobody moved –
WSOC was a perennial No. 1 and the
guys had all worked there for years.
But I wasn’t sure how many more years
I wanted to do overnights, so I took the
Post Office test and scored high. I told
the PD at the time, Don Bell, that I did
really well and could make a career
out of that. He said, “I know that there
hasn’t been any room, but I really
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think that you’ve got a future in radio.”
He opened up a two-hour midday shift.
Things just got better from there.
If I was talking to a young person thinking
about radio, I would suggest getting into
Country because it’s your best chance at
longevity. The people aren’t as fickle.
Things always change, whether it’s
new management or corporate ideas
making their way down. Even if you
think that’s not the way we’ve done
it or the way we’ve been successful,
as you get older you realize that it’s
always going to be changing ... and
you’ll always get through it. The
latest changes have been PPM. You
have to play a certain amount of
commercials, and you’ve got a certain
amount of songs that they want you
to play. What you do in between

“

It’s been great getting to meet so many
stars and becoming friendly with them.
If you see people three or four times a
year I don’t what kind of friendships they
really are, but you feel like you’re friends.
I’ve also been doing the NASCAR show
for over 20 years, so I’ve had friendships
with some of the drivers. I was pretty
friendly with Dale Earnhardt and Junior,
the Allisons, Gordon, and since we’re
right in the middle of NASCAR country
here, that’s been fun.
Most of the people I’ve worked with
would say I’m a pretty decent guy,
whether it’s PDs, coworkers, GMs or the
people who listen to the radio station. I
always thought that being nice is really
easy and being the other way takes a little
bit more work, so I always tried to be as
nice as I could and do a good job for folks
that I work for. I’m proud of that.

A big part of my success has to do
with the people I’ve been lucky
enough to work with over the years.
My partner Meg has been a part of
the show for over four years and the
producer Geof Knight for the last
17 years. I wouldn’t have been able
to achieve all I have with out such a
great team!
I have been the luckiest guy ever.
I’ve got a great family, kids, my wife is
perfect. It’s really like I keep looking
over my shoulder, I’m waiting for
something, an anvil, to fall on my head.
If I could be lucky enough to go another
eight-10 years on the radio I would be
tickled to death. I’m hoping something
close to that is in the cards, but it’s radio
and you never know. No matter how
successful you are, I don’t think you ever
feel overly secure.

I always thought that
being nice is really easy and being
the other way takes a little bit more
work, so I always tried to be as nice
as I could and do a good job for
folks that I work for.
has to be something that catches a
listener, whether it’s through comedy,
some sort of interesting story or an
emotion. You just might have to do
it in a little less time. Everything
changes, but it’s still the same.
I got to meet Johnny Cash one time.
It was probably 20 years ago. Johnny
was still pretty vibrant and barrelchested, and he was all dressed in black
and he put his hand out and said,
“Hi, I’m Johnny Cash.” Seeing him
on TV growing up, that was a thrill –
something I’ll always remember. Might
be silly to some, but that made a big
impression on me.

It’s not just a job, it’s your lifestyle. I’m
really not much different than the people
who listen to the radio station. I shop at
Walmart and I drive a pickup truck that
I love, and I love going to the lake or the
beach. I’m lucky I get certain perks with
the job and that aspect of it might be a
little bit different from the folks who
listen, but otherwise I’m pretty close
to the same person I was 32 years ago.
I grew up with very moderate means,
lived in a very small house, probably in
a smaller house than most people who
listen to the radio station, and my mom
and dad brought me up with manners
and all the rest that goes along with
that. I think people relate to that.

”

It’s really hard to pull one over on
me. I can count on one hand the
number of times I’ve been really
surprised. I thought we were just
doing a Tim McGraw interview, and
Tim just kind of blurted out, “How
does it feel to be inducted into the
Country Radio Hall of Fame?” I
thought he had seen someplace
that I was nominated and had just
misinterpreted what he read. I
thought, “This is gonna be awkward.”
And there were people in the room
and they were all looking at me,
and then it clicked. It was very
exciting. The highlight of my
professional career.
CAC
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Larry
Wilson
Community
Service

Starting with two stations in Tucson, Larry
Wilson and a couple of partners built
Citadel Broadcasting into a 205-station
behemoth they sold for $2.1 billion in 2001.
He stepped down as CEO to care for his wife
Claire, who passed in 2008, but a steady
itch and some prodding by a partner led to
the 2009 formation of Alpha Broadcasting
and, in 2012, L&L Broadcasting. The two
now operate more than 40 stations from the
Dakotas to Mississippi. Country Aircheck
caught up with Wilson at his Montana
ranch to reflect on a career that will soon
make him a Country Radio Hall Of Famer.

I grew up with country music. My mom
and dad were big country fans and
I’ve listened to it since I was a little
boy growing up in Arizona. It’s just
been my lifestyle. I raise horses and
cows, and I love all of it. I love the
artists in the genre; they’re the best
bunch of people. We’ve had tons of
concerts here at my ranch as part of
the annual meetings for our employees
over the years, with everyone from
Kenny Rogers to Clay Walker to Neal
McCoy – name ’em. I don’t want to
give the wrong impression because I
like the other formats, too, like News/
Talk for example. But Country was my
first love.

Sure, I’ve been nervous. I live nervous!
I assume if anything can go bad, it’s
going to go bad and I try to predict
what that’s going to be. In my last deal
in Citadel, I spent $290 million to buy
Dick Broadcasting in Knoxville, TN.
That was the highest price I had ever
paid for anything, and I was nervous.
But fortunately Ted Forstmann came
along not too long after that and paid
us 18 times cash flow and I went to
the sidelines. It’s not all my money,
though. It’s investors’ money. I’m
generally working seven days a week,
mostly on strategic study of where we
should expand and what might be the
possibilities. But yeah, I stay nervous.

I don’t know of any business that’s
better than radio as far as cash flow
and the good you can do in the
communities, especially with Country.
We had a big tornado hit near Peoria
not long ago and I’m so proud of our
guys. We really rallied to help. We were

I’m pretty happy with the way things
have gone in my career, but I’m most
happy with the people I’ve been able
to associate with and become friends
with. The single most important driver
in our industry is people, and we’ve
been very fortunate at Citadel, at Alpha

Friendliest
Catch: Wilson
trout fishing at
his Sun River
Ranch outside
Augusta, MT.

the only news guys left and decided
to go all-news on all the stations with
weather and damage reports. That just
makes you feel good when you’re able
to do that.
When I started out in ownership, my
biggest wish was that I could make
my interest payments and never go
into default with the bank, and we
accomplished that. As we progressed,
we did the first LMA to be approved by
the FCC somewhere around 1989-91.
We thought that was good, so we picked
up a few more. Then in ‘94, the rules
were relaxed and we could own more
stations. It was in the late ‘90s that I
realized we were going to need more
capital, so we went public. We had a
very good run.
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“

since we got him away from Cumulus.
We’ve got Mike Wild in Peoria, Gigi
South in Savannah and Bill McElveen,
who was also with us at Citadel and
who’s overseeing Columbia [SC] while
we do a search for a new manager.
We’ve got another great guy in Kevin
Webb in Jackson, MS and in Danny
Clemons in Bluefield, WV. These are
go-to people. That’s what I look for
when I’m doing deals. “How much is
here and how much is missing?” We
have really great people all over the
country and that’s the key to me.
Things I like most about working in this
business are seeing everything come
together and become successful, for
a client or for listeners, when we’re
putting on an event. I love it when
the advertiser says, “Wow, you guys
really did the job for us,” because we
take it very personally. This is not a
commodity, it’s a very personalized
business.

I’m a big believer that the
single most important driver
in our industry is the people that you
have. And we’ve been very fortunate
at Citadel, at Alpha and now L&L
to have some of the best
radio people in America.

and now L&L to have some of the best
radio people in America. And that’s
our mantra. We want to attract the very
best, give them the tools to do the job
and stay out of their way.
We’ve got [Alpha Dir./
Programming] Scott Mahalick, who
is a genius at programming. He can
really make the stationality sing better
than anybody I know. And [L&L] CEO
Bob Proffitt is a guy that’s constantly
searching for best-practices and putting
them in place. [L&L CFO] Donna
Heffner is our CPA with 20 years
experience in radio. She’s my eyes and
ears and partner in analysis related to
all deals we want to do. It’s all the way
down to our market managers like Milt
McConnell, who ran Albuquerque for
us at Citadel and now runs Portland

”

I was blown away, shocked, when I
got the call from Bill Mayne telling
me I’d been nominated and then
that I’d gotten in to the Country
Radio Hall Of Fame. I’ve had a lot
of honors in my career in this little
space that we’re in. I got the National
Radio Award from the NAB and
I got Broadcaster Of The Year or

Take Me Where? Wilson celebrates
Halloween 2009 with Rascal Flatts and
KUPL/Portland’s super scary Rick Taylor.

There’s not too much I don’t like, but
I don’t like the bashing we’re getting
because we’re losing a lot of localism
in radio. I just read about somebody
getting rid of talent because of the
cost. That always disturbs me. Talent
costs money because they produce
results. We’re at risk of deemphasizing
the talent. We will not be the same
industry if all we have are a bunch of
board-ops. It’s show business and that’s
what it’s got to be. If we lose the talent,
then we’re not show business. We’re
a jukebox. If we develop and present
compelling programming, we’ve got a
great future ahead of us.
The thing I wish for the most is that
we’d have more young people that
wanted to get into ownership. The

time is right. Some folks say it’s too
late, but it’s not. There’s still a lot of
stuff available. You could start out in a
smaller market like I did. The first thing
you need is to understand a balance
sheet and profit and loss. That’s kind
of foreign to a lot of people in the
business, but take some classes. Learn.
We need people who can energize this
business. To me it’s still an 80% local
business. In some markets, it’s 90%. It’s
about getting up every morning and
doing a good job for your advertisers
and listeners, and building brands. And
we need more young people doing that.

something like that from Radio Ink,
but this one is really special.
One of the people I respect most
in the business is Dick Wiley and he’s
going to induct me. He used to be
head of the FCC and now he’s head of
Wiley Rein law firm. He’s helped me
through my career many, many times.
Anytime I get perplexed, he helps me
sort through it. He’s got a great mind
and he’s a great human being. When I
asked him to do it, I said, “I know this is
a pain that you’ve got to go to Nashville,
but it’s not a long speech and it’d mean
a lot to me.” I could hear his voice
cracking over the phone. It was a big
deal to him, too. I’ve got a lot a friends
coming and we’ll be able to have a little
reunion. It’s really one of the highest
honors in this business.
CAC

Vince
Gill
Career
Achievement
Award

A

chievement might be Vince Gill’s middle name, having sold more than 26
million copies of his 17 studio albums, earning more Grammy awards than
any other male country artist (20) and collecting 18 CMA awards. He has
been inducted into both the Nashville Songwriters Hall of Fame and the Country Music
Hall of Fame. As a songwriter, a singer, a musician and a producer, he’s certainly more
than met the criteria of “making a significant contribution to the development and promotion of country music and Country radio,” as his latest honor’s criteria states. But
what he’s most proud of is the help he’s given to other, newer artists and his consistent
personality through it all.
I listened to everything on the radio growing up. There
wasn’t FM yet (laughs), but it was really fun because it
was personality driven. You could call up and request
songs – it had such a great local feel to it. There were
two stations in Oklahoma City: KOMA and WKY, and
they were big. You could hear them all over the state.
I guess I don’t remember thinking about it in terms of
kinds of music back then, I just listened to whatever was
on the radio and, if it was music, I liked it. I was just a
sponge who loved anything, whether it was country, the
Beatles or what have you.

feeling. You can be as jaded as you want and pretend, but trust me, everybody is jazzed every time it
happens. I know I am. Sometimes I’ll get my feelings
hurt, like if one of the satellite stations is only playing Christmas music, and I’ll go, “Well, they haven’t
played one of mine in a long time (laughs).”
I’ve had so many periods of my life that wound up
getting some attention on radio. My first record I
ever made as a 17-year-old kid was a regional popular
song, so I was spoiled right off the bat. Then I started

For as long as I can remember, I wanted to play music.
The first time I can remember carrying my guitar
to play in front of people was second or third grade.
They gathered the kids in the auditorium and I think
I played “House of the Rising Sun.” I’m singing songs
about houses of ill repute in grade school. That would
explain a lot about me (laughs). Back in those days,
nobody said anything. But if you tried to do that now,
I’m sure they’d put a hurtin’ on you.
I never remember not playing music. I always loved playing an instrument; that came really early on. It wasn’t like
I was 15 and trying to get girls to like me. That happened,
too, but I already had a lot of years practicing. I played in
garage bands in junior high school and few bands in high
school and played some school functions. We started playing the beer joints, festivals and things like that, and by the
time I was in high school I was already out playing gigs.
I remember making a record with a band I was in called
Mountain Smoke. I was about 16 or 17 and they used to
play it on the radio. I couldn’t believe it when I heard myself singing on the radio for the first time. I was right there
on I-40 near downtown Oklahoma City – I could drive you
to the spot. I can’t even describe that feeling other than I
was just awestruck, and I had a CB radio in my pickup and
I got on there and said, “Hey! Anybody that’s listening,
turn on the radio station, they’re playing our song!” It
became somewhat of a regional hit in that area.
I just remember what an impact that had for me,
the hope it gave me just knowing I made a record and
somebody played it. I am so grateful for that. I don’t
know that it could happen like that today. I don’t
think radio is quite so local and regional anymore. We
had a regional hit and it was just an inspiration to go,
“Hey, maybe I can do this.”
The feeling you get the first time you hear your song
on the radio never stops. Even today, it’s the neatest

was on the records in the supporting role than who was
up front. And I wound up as an artist, but I never lost
sight of the fact that I liked being part of the supporting
cast, too. So I continue to do that and always will. Just
because I hit a lick and had a nice career doesn’t mean I
want to stop doing what got me here, you know?
I’m way too young to get this award. I’m flattered. I’ve
had an interesting history with radio, periods of time
where it was a struggle to get my foot in the door, and
a struggle to keep my foot in the door, and it’s been all
things. It hasn’t all been perfect, and that’s what makes it
more interesting to me. I learned more in the years that
I struggled than I did the years I was successful. So at the
end of the day I’ve been grateful for any and all of it. I
wouldn’t trade places. I’m grateful that I had those years
to struggle. It made me better. It made me try harder.
And maybe I wouldn’t have handled it as well if it had
come easily. So I’ve been okay with all of it.
It’s pretty heady that Rodney Crowell and Emmylou
Harris are presenting the award. If it hadn’t been for
them inspiring me I don’t know if I would have chosen
the path that I chose. It was his songs and her singing
and her first record that made me say, “I see my future.
Hair And There: Gill (and his hair)
perform with Emmy Lou Harris.

Look At Us:
Gill and Rodney
Crowell talk
business
backstage.
playing in some of the bluegrass bands and any time
you got any kind of airplay it would be a bluegrassdriven show or a college radio station that might play
some bluegrass. And then Pure Prairie League in my
youth in the late ‘70s had a few hits that got a lot of
radio play. Then I started my solo career and didn’t
get any for a while, and then I got a lot for a while,
then I don’t get any anymore. Whatever it is, it’s okay.
I got good advice a long time ago to be gracious on the
way up and gracious on the way down. That’ll serve you
well no matter what you do or what kind of business
you’re in. I’ve always tried to be really welcoming of
young artists, and it might be fun to look back and see
how many artists’ first records I’ve played or sang on. It’s
pretty neat to look back and see I sang on Patty Loveless’,
Trisha Yearwood’s and other artists’ first records. And
I’m flattered that I still get asked. I just worked on this kid
Charlie Worsham’s record and he’s off-the-hook talented.
Whether they want me to sing or play on the record,
that’s kind of the reason I ever did it in the first place. I
didn’t aspire to be an artist so much as I aspired to be a
great musician. I was more drawn to the process of who

I see what I’d like to try to be like.” I thought if I could
write songs like that and sing that good and have those
cool records, that’d be awesome. It gave me an inspiring
place to point. It’s so bizarre how I met them a couple
years later. I think we opened for Guy Clark that night at
the Troubadour and it’s the first place I ever played in
southern California, and they’re both there. I sang one of
Rodney’s songs, not even knowing he was there. He came
up to me after our set and he goes, “Who are you? Where
do you get off singing my song better than me?” Emmy
was there, too; it was probably 1976 and I made two great
friends. And over the last 37 years, the friendship has just
gotten deeper and deeper and kinder and kinder.
I’m proudest when somebody says I’m the same guy that
they might have known 35 years ago. I’ve been traveling
for 40 years and had a career of making records for 40
years now. Were they all big hits and top of the charts?
No, but I’ve gotten to do it and it’s all I’ve ever done
and I’ve made a living doing it. If somebody were to say
you’re the same guy today that you were when I met
you when you were 18, that would be the compliment.
That’s my favorite thing to hear.
CAC
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A fateful choice early in
Ed Hardy’s radio career
led him to Country and
charted a course for his entire
professional life. By the ‘90s,
Hardy had founded and was
serving as President/CEO
of his own radio company,
19-station strong Deschutes
River Broadcasting, which
eventually merged with
Citadel. By 2004, he was at
the helm of Great American
Country (GAC), a position
he held for eight years. Add
Hardy’s near-decade on the
CMA board, which includes
a year as President, a stint
as interim CEO and the
last month-and-a-half as
Chairman, and a picture of
one of the format’s biggest
advocates emerges.

Ed
Hardy

Loyal By
A Country Mile

My first interest in radio was listening
to it as a teenager, but as far as
engagement with the Country format,
that came back in 1968. I was selling
radio advertising for an AM station in
Cleveland, Ohio. They had two stations
and were playing Classical Music on the
FM. They decided to flip it to Country,
so I pitched them to go over and be the
first salesperson on that staff. There was
no Country radio stations in Cleveland
at the time. The closest was about 30
miles away in Akron. It was my first
exposure to Country and it was actually
one of the first Country stations on FM.
The biggest difference in Country and
other formats by far is the loyalty of
the audience, and that’s something
that’s been reinforced throughout my
entire career. Country listeners will do
just about anything a radio station or
personality asks them to do, whether it
be going to a client’s place of business,

Country and became the No. 1 station
in the market [Persons] 12+ and 25-54.
I made a lot of friends there and we
did one of the first, full-scale listener
appreciation concerts. Back in those
days, we actually paid the artist to do
the free concert! It was so cool and it
proved to me one of the best things
about country − the power of it. Sure
the tickets were free, but it was also a
chance for people to see shows that
never came to the market. [Those
shows] are one of the things I miss
from being involved in radio day-today, but I’ve kind of been able to stay
in touch with that. I’ve obviously been
on the board of the CMA for a number
of years, but I’ve gotten to take part in
that kind of thing during the last seven
months operating the CMA day-to-day.
CMA Music Festival and the awards
show are good examples of how we
touch so many people every year. It’s
cool to still be in that world.

“

Burning Red: Reba spends
part of 1987 (c) sampling
the West Coast with (l-r)
KUPL/Portland’s Bill
Bradley and Hardy.

moments came following Nashville’s
2010 floods. In less than two weeks, we
created, booked and aired a complete
live telethon for flood relief on GAC.
We raised $2 million in about three
hours. It showed the loyalty of country
viewers all over the United States.
Even though many of them didn’t live
here, they were country fans and big
supporters of the cause. I’m also proud
of the relationships and friendships I’ve
made with so many people including
artists. I was there when so many of
them were starting – folks like Garth
Brooks and Taylor Swift – who haven’t
forgotten about people they got to
know early on in their careers.
CRS is immensely important to the
format. From the very first time I
attended back in the days when it
was at Opryland, I learned so many
new and interesting educational
things at the panels. Most were

Country listeners will do just
about anything a radio station or
personality asks them to do, whether it
be going to a client’s place of business,
showing up for a remote to meet an
air talent or entering contests.
Their loyalty is just undying.

showing up for a remote to meet an air
talent or entering contests. Their loyalty
is just undying. Once they develop that
for the station, they follow it endlessly.
After Country, I spent a couple
of years working in other formats,
but I always gravitated right back to
it again. The loyalty drew me, but
so did its consistency and how wide
the demographics were. It appealed
to a wide variety of people and I felt
comfortable there, whether I was
handling sales, management or in
ownership. When I was in ownership,
we had stations in nine markets. One
of them in each market was always
Country. When we went in and bought
stations in a market, if there wasn’t a
Country already there we flipped one.
The format was always a mainstay and
part of the company culture.

When I went to GAC, I kind of saw
an opportunity to apply my 35 years
of Country radio experience to a
different medium. It felt like a natural
progression for me to apply a lot of the
radio concepts, ideas and marketing −
things that television people typically
don’t do. They’re not as proactive
and as in-touch with their fans as we
are in Country radio. Radio’s a very
one-on-one medium, and television
isn’t quite perceived that way. So one
of the first major things we did after I
got there was to take a tour bus, wrap it
and take it out to every major country
music festival that we could find. We
did activations and touched people.
Television doesn’t do that the way radio
does. That’s just a fact of life in radio.
In that sense, it was a great natural
transition for me.

Before I started my own company, I
was GM of Scripps’ KUPL/Portland. I
was there for a long time and we took
those stations from Beautiful Music to

The listener appreciation concerts
earlier in my career and various
fundraising things were always special,
but one of my proudest career

”

doing any fundraising for St. Jude
with my radio station. He gave me a
real tongue-lashing over it! We did
get involved, though, and I’ve been
heavily involved since then. Ironically,
at KUPL, our promotions director was
Teri Watson, who now heads Country
Cares For St. Jude Kids. That’s
someone else I’ve stayed friends with
over the years.
I found out I was going to be honored
with the award when I got a call from
Bill Mayne. I was shocked and thought
he was kidding me, first of all. It’s
very humbling anytime you have an
opportunity to be recognized by your
peers and the people you kind of grew
up with in this business. It’s a great
honor and one that’s hard to describe
in words. I can tell you that it’s
something that means a tremendous
amount to me. Country’s been such
a big part of my life. To be part of

Awesome Possum: Vince Gill and The Possum visit KUPL/Portland. Pictured (l-r) are
MCA’s Scott Borchetta, Vince Gill, the late
George Jones, the station’s Bill Bradley,
Hardy, MCA’s Larry Hughes and KUPL’s
Keith Todd sometime in the ’90s.

things that I hadn’t been exposed to
in the single market that I worked
in. Even compared to all the other
big conventions in our industry,
CRS has always been one from
which I walked away with a great
learning experience. And it didn’t
just come from the panels, but
from the camaraderie of our peers,
who were always talking about what
they were doing right and what
they were doing wrong. Learning
from them was always something I
looked for ward to. And under Bill
Mayne’s leadership today, it’s grown
even more. It’s just a great learning
experience.
One memorable moment from CRS
happened when it was still out at
Opryland. We were getting on the
General Jackson and, even though
I’d never met Alabama’s Randy
Owen, he surprised and cornered
me in the parking lot and gave me a
chewing-out because I hadn’t started

it and have it be part of me, and to
be recognized in this way is really
heartwarming.
Country and Country radio have always
been a warm and friendly place for a large
cross-section of the American population.
It’s something people have been able to
call home, to use as an escape or to pass
time. They get to hear country stars tell
stories about things they or someone in
their life might be living through right
now. That’s something to keep in mind
whether you’re doing business in the
Country format, or reaching listeners and
advertisers. One of the most important
things to do is to find a way to be in
places where you can actually touch the
fan, and learn from and talk to them.
Ask them why they’re there and who
their favorite artists are and so forth.
Take the time to really learn how that
passion is developed. Because if you get
that figured out early on, then you will
be successful. It’s all about making that
connection with the fans.
CAC
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New York’s Minute
The Big Apple’s Year Of Country

T

hrow a pebble in a pond and the ripples it creates will eventually
make it to every bank. Put a Country radio station on the air in New
York City and, well, the ripples it creates will reach clear across the
U.S. At least, that’s what Cumulus expects. The company has been
pumping country music into the world’s biggest media market with WNSH
(Nash FM)/New York for just over a year now, and Country Aircheck wanted
to know where and to what degree the station’s presence was being felt. From
ratings to music sales to concert tickets and, yes, to people who will never so
much as hear the radio station, we think Ol’ Blue Eyes would be proud as,
here, we get to the very heart of it ... New York, New York.
A Brand New Start Of It
“The station right now is sitting around a 2 share,”
says Cumulus Co-COO John Dickey. “And that’s about
what we expected. I always thought this radio station
would be somewhere around a 1.5 and a 2.5, so a 2 is
a good midpoint.”
WNSH had its share of milestones in 2013. The
station reached its highest 6+ share in June when it
posted a 2.1 (19th), delivering a cume of 988,200. It
held on to a 2.0 (18th) in July, breaking the million
mark for the first time with a cume of 1,042,000.
By the time it reached it’s cume peak in September,
WNSH was attracting 1,060,700 New Yorkers.

W N S H
January 21

WNSH/New York
launches as
Nash FM.

vember, its original music proportion had been turned
exactly upside down. “We wanted to bring the audience to the format in a familiar way before we started
stepping on the gas and making it more current and
recurrent-based,” says Dickey. A look at a recent week
showed WNSH at 33% current, 35% recurrent and
32% gold. By comparison, KKGO/Los Angeles came in
at 39-20-41, and WUSN/Chicago at 47-28-25.
“Stepping on the gas” is also attracting listeners
outside of New York. Dickey specifically points to Morristown, NJ (119). “There’s 600 to 650,000 people in
that metro alone,” he notes. “Inside of a year, we’ve
become number two in that market [Persons] 12+,

Womack. Dickey says the morning competition is
especially steep, but that’s okay. “Morning shows that
are one and two years old are brand new,” he says. “So
they’re just getting their sea legs underneath them.
“You’ve got some well-established morning shows
in New York like [Top 40 WHTZ’s] Elvis Duran, [Hot
AC WPLJ’s] Scott Shannon and Todd [Pettengill],
Don Imus and others. But Blair and company are
brand new and getting better every day. We’ve got
a great cast and I expect that show to continue to
improve and ratings will follow.” Not surprisingly, the
addition of a personality-driven morning show had
an effect on the new station’s song count. Prior to the
show’sarrival, WNSH was averaging 14 songs an hour
in morning drive; now it’s averaging six. The station’s
daily average fell from 335 to just under 300.
For now, afternoons and nights lead the station, and
weekends fare better than weekdays. “Quite frankly
it always starts at nights and on weekends in currentbased formats and works backwards,” says Dickey. “And
we operated the station for a long time − the last 10 or
11 months − without a night show. We added Shawn
Parr and his co-host Elaina Smith January 6 [2014],
and we feel like that’s going to make a big difference.”
Be A Part Of It
Cumulus isn’t the only company with its eyes on

T I M E L I N E
February 18-20

Debut Nash Bash
concert takes place.

Perhaps expectedly, the station’s leading demo
for the year was Persons 18-34, where it posted a 2.0
(15th) in March. June brought a 2.4 (13th) in the
demo, and young people remained the station’s most
loyal audience for the remainder of the year. “Anytime you put a new product out, the younger people
are going to sample first,” says Dickey. “When you’re
40 or 45 years old − and the median age for Country
is about 40 in the United States − you’re not waking
up on Monday morning and saying, ‘I want to go find
a new radio station.’ You’re more apt to be aware of
trends and trend-setting when you’re 19, 20 and 25.
So what we’re seeing there makes perfect sense. Over
time, you’ve obviously got to make your case to people
35 and up, and that’s what we’re doing.”
The music makeup of the station reflects the effort.
WNSH launched conservatively in that regard, and
has very gradually opened the spicket on currents and
recurrents. In February 2013, the playlist was 39%
current/recurrent and 61% gold. At its 2.1 share-peak
in June, the playlist sat at an even at 50-50. And by No-

February 25

Kelly Ford joins
middays, Jesse Addy
takes afternoons.

April 12

John Foxx adds
WNSH PD duties.

and top five [Persons] 25-54. And when you aggregate
the cume from not just New York, but Long Island and
elsewhere, the station is cuming north of a million-anda-half people and is the largest cuming Country radio
station in America. We obviously don’t get credit for all
of that cume, but it’s significant. In New York alone the
station is among the top three or four largest-cuming
Country stations in America. It’s an unbelievable story
to have a radio station that’s come on that strong in
a market as noisy and as large as New York in a short
amount of time.”
I Want To Wakeup
Nash FM’s on-air lineup has been coming together
over the course of the year. After going jockless for
its first month, Cumulus tapped former KYGO/
Denver morning personality Kelly Ford and Hot AC
WDVD/Detroit PM driver Jesse Addy for middays and
afternoons, respectively. Four months later, mornings
launched with hosts Blair Garner, Terri Clark, Chuck
Wicks and, for a time, Sunny Sweeney and Lee Ann

June 20

America’s Morning
Show debuts.

WNSH. The music industry is practically staring. “I
grew up up there, it’s my hometown, so there’s a bit
of an emotional excitement as well as a professional
excitement,” says RCA SVP/Promotion Keith Gale.
“From the RCA professional perspective, it’s been
extremely exciting because New York has always been
a sales key, if not the biggest sales market for every artist we have. And that’s when there hasn’t been a radio
station. So when you insert a radio station into such
a fertile sales market, you can only assume the results
are going to improve.”
That said, before and after WNSH Country sales
comparisons aren’t easy to make. “You’re talking
about a couple of completely different marketplaces,” Gale continues. “CD sales − sales of the
plastic disc − continue to erode. So how do you
measure that against the insertion of a New York
radio station?”
It’s a good question and there’s no easy answer.
To Gale’s point, all-genre album sales, both digital
and hard copy, were down 5.8% in New York
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New York’s Minute
(-8.4% nationally) from 2012 to 2013, according to
Nielsen SoundScan data. The same goes for country,
with album sales down 12% in the market (-10.7%
nationally). But albums aren’t the only measure.
“It seems like the story is in country track sales,”
says UMG/Nashville SVP/Marketing Cindy Mabe.
Track purchases increased 0.1% from 2012 to 2013.
“It doesn’t look like much until you compare this
increase with the performance of the other top 10
country DMAs,” Mabe explains.
From 2012 to 2013, New York was one of only two
to see an increase in country track sales. (Atlanta
grew .02%.) New York also moved from No. 2 to No.
1, unseating Dallas-Ft. Worth as the country track
sales leader. More simply, while most other top 10
markets saw country track sales decline in the last
year, New York indeed saw an increase and moved
up a rank. “This is significant considering the overall market is trending towards increased track sales
[over] album sales,” Mabe adds.
Labels are buoyed by more than just the macroview. For instance, Gale points more anecdotally at
success stories he’s been able to craft with the station.
“WNSH, Cumulus and [PD] John Foxx were a huge
part of the launch of our Jake Owen album,” he says.
“We’re in discussion now on some things that we’ll

do when we launch Miranda Lambert’s new album.
In terms of promotion opportunity, there’s a willing
partner and a thirsty audience. And that’s a really 0
good combination.”
Come On, Come On Through
If increased country track sales and good promotion relationships are evidence of WNSH’s impact,
what do 2013’s record-fast concert sellouts by Jason
Aldean and Luke Bryan say about things? “A few years
ago that probably wouldn’t have been the case,” says
William Morris Endeavor/Nashville VP Rob Beckham.
“Before WNSH, you had to really think carefully about
what you could do in the market. If the artist was
selling-out arenas all around America, you would most
likely under-play Manhattan, or skip it altogether, because you were never really sure of what the business
would be. You had to be very strategic.”
Live Nation Nashville President Brian O’Connell
explains why. “New York City is notoriously expensive, so the costs of putting on a show are expensive.
Before you had a radio station there, there were
ticket-price issues and things like that. That’s why you
wanted to go into New York City proper with whitehot, gigantic arena sellout acts. If you didn’t, you
diverted to the Meadowlands, the amphitheaters or
Long Island. Now all kinds of venues in Manhattan
are open because you’re getting airplay inside the

city. Radio City Music Hall becomes a player with artists that can sell 4,000 tickets, for example. You don’t
have to do 15,000. Now we have another great tool in
our toolbox to get our message out, to get our artists’
music out and to give country fans in New York a
place to go to gather information.”
Beckham has also seen smaller venues come into
play. “Chris Young sold-out the Best Buy Theater
in Times Square in advance,” he says. “Country has
always had fans in Manhattan, but there was no way
to hear what Nashville was putting out all around
America. Now they can hear current hits by the biggest stars and the next wave of rising artists.
I’ll Make It Anywhere
Of course, Cumulus execs are determined to see
Nash’s influence extend well beyond market No. 1.
“We’ve got almost two dozen radio stations in our
company that are now fully branded Nash,” Dickey
sums. “There will be twice that many in two or
three months. And starting next month, Blair will
be heard in more markets. As we build out Nash in
our company, obviously New York will benefit from
it as the flagship Nash brand, but so will the other
Nash stations within our company or outside our
company. We’re excited about what all this means
for the future, not only for New York, but for Nash
the brand.”
.
CAC

As voted by Country radio, the 2014 CRS New Faces are poised to showcase
their talents for arguably their most important audience. Country Aircheck
spoke with each of them about their plans, expectations and experiences.

Brett Eldredge

Tyler Farr

In 2011, Brett Eldredge introduced himself to Country radio as a man who
didn’t mind being called “Raymond,” and followed it up with the pick-up
tune, “It Ain’t Gotta Be Love,” before topping the chart in 2013 with “Don’t
Ya.” He’s currently climbing the charts with “Beat Of The Music.”

At first, Tyler Farr was a “Hot Mess” at Country radio before releasing his
second single “Hello Goodbye” in 2012. The next release “Redneck Crazy”
cracked the Top 5 in 2013. He’s currently working “Whiskey In My Water.”

Country Aircheck: What does it mean to you to be voted a New Face by
Country radio?
Brett Eldredge: Two years ago, I remember, standing outside the entrance
to New Faces unable to even get in because I didn’t have the right pass. I
remember thinking, ‘How cool would it be to get in there and how awesome
would it be to play it?’ Now, I actually get to be on that stage and play for a
huge crowd. To be thought of as one of the New Faces is a huge step for my
career.
What can we expect from your video?
I love putting together skits and videos. That’s my favorite thing to do,
come up with something witty and creative – I guess that’s what we do as
songwriters and artists. I’m probably going to go the funny route because
I like to make people laugh. I want it to be a surprise, but I can’t wait to
make something that will hopefully make people remember me.
How would you describe CRS to your sweet, old, naive grandmother?
I made tons of contacts when I first started just by meeting people at CRS.
It’s a work conference and I’m trying to impress them with my beautiful –
that’s a strong word – with my music and what I do.
Describe your craziest CRS moment:
How did I wake up on my friends’ couch?
What’s the most you’ve eaten on a single day
of your radio tour?
When I started my radio tour, I
was going to these dinners that I’d
never ever had in my life. I love food
and, traveling to different places,
I had to have BBQ in Kansas City.
I’m in Texas, I have to have any
kind of fajita. Radio dinners are
always at steakhouses and those are
the longest dinners ever . You will
be there for three hours and every
different thing is put in front of
you. One time early on, I was almost
falling asleep at the table because I
was so full. I’m trying to tell them
about my music and I’m having
trouble surviving.
If you were a DJ at a
Froggy station, what
would your name be?
Frog Legs because I had
frog legs like three months
ago and I don’t think I’ve
ever heard that one.
Best Airport Food?
Airports are like the
generic brand of
your favorite food
– you get a watered
down version.
One famous
landmark you’ve
never seen, even
though you’ve been to
the city many times:
Hoover Dam.

Country Aircheck: What does it mean to you to be voted a New Face?
Tyler Farr: Country radio doesn’t have to play my music and for them to
be accepting of me and to get to play the New Faces show means a lot.
I’ve seen the show before and hoped to be playing it. I’m so blessed to be
able to do it. To get their approval on my music, for them to like what I’m
doing, means a whole lot.
Who played your first New Faces show?
My buddy Lee Brice. The year before last. I remember Lee’s video. It was
pretty funny. It was right after ‘Love Like Crazy.’ It was a video of him
turning into an old man and his beard growing longer and longer.
What can we expect from your video?
I can’t give it away but there’s going to be some special guests in there.
Who would you have voted to be a New Face?
Parmalee. They just got their first No. 1. They’re a great bunch of guys,
very down-to-earth. I like seeing good stuff happening to good people.
How would you describe CRS to your sweet, old, naive grandmother?
That’s a very good question. There is alcohol involved – a lot of people
drink very heavily and are on IVs and Pedialite afterwards. Amongst all
that, it’s where country artists catch up with radio folks and friends – I can
honestly say that I’ve become good friends with a lot of them – to hang in a
less stressful environment.
Describe your craziest CRS moment:
The movie The Hangover. That’s pretty much it.
What’s the most you’ve eaten on a single day of
your radio tour?
I didn’t eat a whole lot because I’m not built
like Hunter Hayes. I’m from Missouri –
corn-fed and, I’ll be honest, I was starving
myself during the radio tour dates trying to
compete with all these guys that look good
and are in shape: Tyler Hubbard’s biceps and
Brett Eldredge’s facial structure. I ate a lot
of salad.
If you were a DJ at a Froggy station, what
would your name be?
Sir Hops-A-Lot. That’s just the first thing I
thought of.
Best Airport Food?
Chicago. I’m an Auntie Anne’s guy myself.
I like pretzel dogs. Helps with keeping
my figure.
One famous landmark you’ve never
seen, even though you’ve been in
the area many times:
I’ve never seen the Grand Canyon
or the Statue of Liberty.
One thing you’ve heard from every
DJ in the country:
“So, who was the girl who you threw
empty beer cans at her window?
Have you ever really done that?”
“Oh, you’re the stalker guy: you’re
Redneck Crazy.” That was the topic
of the year. And, no, I haven’t. I
don’t enjoy jail time.

Cassadee Pope
Since winning The Voice in 2012 with the help of mentor Blake Shelton,
Cassadee Pope has been introducing herself to Country radio. Her first
single “Wasting All These Tears” marks her first Top 15 and continues to
move up the chart.
Country Aircheck: What does it mean to you to be voted a New Face?
Cassadee Pope: I’ve been working so hard all year, schlepping across the
country meeting these amazing radio people. The fact that they thought
of bringing me into this amazing tradition is awesome. I remember being
there last year and thinking, “Oh, my gosh! If I get to do this, ever, I’m doing
well.” It’s a room full of radio people who believe in you. It’s an honor.
Who would you have voted to be a New Face?
I love Maggie Rose. She is incredible, a really sweet girl. She definitely
deserves recognition for all her hard work.
Who had your favorite pre-New Faces video?
I really loved Brantley Gilbert’s video last year because it reminded me of
a video trailer. It was really dramatic and serious and you could also see his
goofy side backstage and on tour. I loved that they captured the live aspect
because that’s my favorite part of this whole career – playing live shows. It
really shed some light on how a tour works.
What can we expect from your video?
I’m scared to try and be funny, but not be funny. Sitting in that room, I know
it’s painful if things don’t translate the way you hoped. It’s a hard crowd to
impress, so you have to be really careful about trying to do something funny.
Did The Voice schedule prepare you for the craziness of visiting stations?
The radio tour is a whole other level. I didn’t expect to do so much – four
stations a day for four months straight. Probably the hardest schedule I’ve
ever done. The Voice prepared me vocally because I was singing a lot on that
show and it helped my endurance. It helped me to not lose my voice after a
few performances because I was used to singing so much.
What’s the most you’ve eaten on a single day of your radio tour?
The biggest struggle for me was eating healthy on the road. It still is. I
try to eat before I do radio visits. Sometimes I don’t have time and I’m
starving and I’ll eat whatever is there. For the most part I try to stay way
from the goodies – not to be rude, it’s a sweet gesture – but I’ve got to take
care of myself.
Do you make PD flashcards for CRS?
When the label sends me people’s information, they always have a picture, and
that’s something I really try hard to make sure I’m up to date on. I hate meeting
someone and saying, ‘Nice to meet you,’ and they say, ‘Oh, we’ve met.’ It’s not a
good feeling. I learned really quickly on the radio tour that’s a huge thing.
If you were a DJ at a Froggy station, what would your name be?
Pope Toad.
Best Airport Food?
JFK has this really cool cafeteria, Cibo Express. They have all these different
stations and all these different kinds of food. Everything is right there, you
don’t have to walk to different terminals to find what you want.
One famous landmark you’ve never seen, even though you’ve been to the
city many times:
I’ve never been to the Statue of Liberty. That would be cool to visit.
One thing you’ve heard from every DJ in the country:
Pope jokes. “What it was like being elected the new pope?” Things like that
about my last name. I’ve gotten them since I was little, it’s that old.

Thomas Rhett

His first time out of the gate, Thomas Rhett impressed with “Something
To Do With My Hands,” earning his first Top 15 tune. He followed it up
with “Beer With Jesus” before solidifying his place in country music with
his first No.1 “It Goes Like This.” Rhett is currently working his way up
the charts with “Get Me Some Of That.”
Country Aircheck: What does it mean to you to be voted a New Face?
Thomas Rhett: It’s one of the biggest honors you could ever have. I’ve gone
to the New Faces show several times and watched all my peers. Getting to play
New Faces makes you feel like all these pals you’ve made at radio have really
done their part and played your music and voted on this show that every
radio person in the country comes to. We’re going to really try and prepare
for the show and rock all their faces off. Sometimes being in there with a
bunch of radio guys, they just sit down, but my goal is to make them stand up.
Who played your first New Faces show?
Lee Brice, and I remember his video. “Love Like Crazy” had just gone No. 1
and they all came onstage with long, gray beards. It was pretty hilarious.
What can we expect from your video?
My band is extremely creative. My management and my wife always have
really great ideas. So we’ll all try to incorporate all my past singles and my
current singles. I think it might be like a Saturday Night Live skit.
Who would you have voted to be a New Face?
Cole Swindell. He’s still working on his first single, but he’s about to have
a No. 1 song with “Chillin’ It.” He wrote my next single and has had like
three or four cuts on Luke Bryan’s record. He’s playing sold-out shows all
over the country.
Do you make PD flashcards for CRS?
I’m pretty bad with names but I always put a story to a face. Everybody
at radio, I’ve learned about their families, if they like golf or if they like
the Cowboys.
How would you describe CRS to your sweet, old, naive grandmother?
I would say, “Grandma, there is a bar on a bridge where everyone tries to
see how late they can close it down and how high their tabs can get.” It’s
just like a big, drunk family reunion.
Describe your craziest CRS moment:
It was a show that I did with the Warren Brothers for like 60 or 70 PDs and
MDs. The Warren Brothers have no filter on their mouths. That’s all I’m
going to say.
What’s the most you’ve eaten on a single day of your radio tour?
I was at KYGO/Denver when me, George Briner and the PD at the time
went to Shanahan’s Steakhouse. We ordered three bottles of wine, threecheese macaroni, 12 oz. filet mignons, dessert, mashed potatoes, green
beans and every appetizer on the menu. Not to mention what I had for
lunch or breakfast.
If you were a DJ at a Froggy station, what would your name be?
Frog On a Log.
Best Airport Food?
LAX. It doesn’t matter what terminal you’re in, there’s a nice restaurant
and a McDonalds in each. You can eat nice or cheap in any terminal.
One famous landmark you’ve never seen, even though you’ve been to
the city:
I’ve played in New York City so many times and I’ve yet to go to the
Metropolitan Museum of Art. I feel like you have to go do that when you’re in
New York.
One thing you’ve heard from every DJ in the country:
“I was working your dad’s records before you were even born.” If I’ve heard
that one time, I’ve heard that five million times.

Charlie Worsham
Thrust into the spotlight in 2011 when he was selected to open for Taylor Swift’s
Speak Now Tour, Worsham followed up with his first single, “Could it Be,” which
made the Top 15. He’s back on the charts now with “Want Me Too.”
Country Aircheck: What does it mean to you to be voted a New Face?
Charlie Worsham: I saw my first New Faces show this past year from sitting in the
audience, and as an artist you can’t help but want to be on that stage. To get to be
doing it this February is excellent. I’m very, very proud.
Who had your favorite pre-New Faces video?
I loved the videos. I wasn’t aware the videos were apart of it until attending the
show and they were great. I thought that Kip Moore’s was great. It wasn’t a funny
video, but it wasn’t too serious either. It represented him really well. The Florida
Georgia Line one was funny.
What can we expect from your video?
I need to hire Steven Spielberg. There’s a lot of pressure to go funny, but I don’t
know that we’ll do that. If it’s going to be funny, it’s got to really be funny.
How would you describe CRS to your sweet, old, naive grandmother?
CRS is a marathon. It’s somewhere between a family reunion, party,
convention and summit. It’s ver y much a family reunion for those of us who
are in Nashville and on the artist side, and those who give us that window of
opportunity in radio. I love having friends from radio in town that I don’t
normally get to see.

Other than New Faces, what are you looking forward to about CRS?
Carol Hughes from KFDI/Wichita and I have a Music Fest tradition of going to see The
Time Jumpers, and that’s something I hope to recreate with some other radio friends.
Describe your craziest CRS moment:
Graphic. Unfiltered. Amazeballs.
Do you make PD flashcards for CRS?
I’ve had my fair share of calling someone by the wrong name, but memory has
served me fairly well. A lot of it has to do with how we as artists get introduced
to radio over a long stretch of time. Also, the attitude and background that
programmers have, it isn’t too different from mine. They have a love for this music
that comes from the same place and a passion for what they get up and do every
day. When two people like that, from the same ilk, get to talking, you find yourself
remembering more than you normally would without really trying.
What’s the most you’ve eaten on a single day of your radio tour?
At least 17,000 calories! It was a whirlwind: airport breakfast; station visit breakfast;
mid-morning doughnuts; sandwiches with a station; fast food, maybe a frosty from
Wendy’s as an afternoon pick-me-up; a massive steak dinner that would’ve been
enough for the whole day in just that one meal.
If you were a DJ at a Froggy station, what would your name be?
Charles Jump ‘Em. That’s horrible. Exhibit A: why I shouldn’t go for the funny.
One famous landmark you’ve never seen, even though you’ve been to the city many times:
I’m in Cleveland today and I’ve yet to go to the Rock ‘N Roll Hall of Fame. I really
want to do that.
CAC

“Rachele is a POWERHOUSE in concert. She commands the stage
and she can sing. I mean REALLY sing!”
—MATTY JEFF, Brand Manager, WPOR 101.9
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Larry Pareigis
Tom Moran
Kevin Mason
Chris Borchetta
Jessica Harrell
Ryan Barnstead

615-332-5511
615-429-2337
615-974-1999
323-208-1166
615-497-7299
615-414-4665

larry@ninenorthmail.com
tom@ninenorthmail.com
kevin@ninenorthmail.com
chris@ninenorthmail.com
jess@ninenorthmail.com
ryan@ninenorthmail.com

VP/PR
PRN
PRN
DRP
DRP
CO/PR

Gator Michaels
Glenn Noblit
Bob Reeves
Dave Collins
Luke Jensen
Kristen Krempp

615-731-0100 jerry@cupitmusic.com
615-731-0100 x13dan@cupitmusic.com
Brad Paisley, Carrie Underwood, Jerrod Niemann,
Kix Brooks, The Henningsens, The Swon Brothers

VP/PR
D/PRN
D/NPR
RP/NE
RP/WC
RP/MW
RP/SW
SPC/PRN

Lesly Tyson
John Sigler
Jeri Cooper
Ryan Dokke
Lauren Thomas
Andy Elliott
Ali O’Connell
Jenny Shearin

615-301-4436
615-301-4416
615-301-4424
615-301-4426
615-301-4421
615-301-1311
404-861-5757
615-301-4423

lesly.tyson@sonymusic.com
john.sigler@sonymusic.com
jeri.cooper@sonymusic.com
ryan.dokke@sonymusic.com
lauren.thomas@sonymusic.com
andy.elliott@sonymusic.com
ali.oconnell@sonymusic.com
jenny.shearin@sonymusic.com

Colt Ford, JJ Lawhorn, LoCash Cowboys, The Lacs,
Moonshine Bandits, Charlie Farley, Lenny Cooper,
Daniel Lee
CEO
VP/PRM
D/LO
DM, SP
RP/WC
RP/MW
RP/SE, NE
		

Shannon Houchins
Tony Morreale
Britta Coleman
Nathan Thompson
Gwen Foster
Joe Schuld
Wix Wichman

615-733-9983
615-733-9983
615-733-9983
615-733-9983
480-495-2209
615-497-3892
615-972-2326

shannon@averagejoesent.com
tony@averagejoesent.com
britta@averagejoesent.com
nathan@averagejoesent.com
gwen@averagejoesent.com
joe@averagejoesent.com
wix@averagejoesent.com

Taylor Swift, Tim McGraw, Rascal Flatts,
Danielle Bradbery, The Cadillac Three
SVP/PR
VP/PRMS

Jack Purcell
John Zarling

615-324-7777
615-324-7765

jack.purcell@bigmachinemail.com
john.zarling@bigmachinemail.com

D/RMN
RP/NE
RP/SE
RP/SW
RP/WC
CO/PR/TS
CO/PRMS

Mandy McCormack
Erik Powell
Jeff Davis
Alex Valentine
Kris Lamb
Jayme Austin
Christine Drexel

615-324-7762
615-324-7774
615-324-7776
615-324-7785
615-250-6074
615-324-7767
615-324-9322

mandy.mccormack@bigmachinemail.com
erik.powell@bigmachinemail.com
jeff.davis@bigmachinemail.com
alex.valentine@bigmachinemail.com
kris.lamb@bigmachinemail.com
jayme.austin@bigmachinemail.com
christine.drexel@bigmachinemail.com

		
Craig Campbell, Blackjack Billy, Lucy Hale, Ryan
Kinder, Rachel Bradshaw, Smithfield, Chelsea Bain
P

Michael Powers

615-438-6372

mpowers@biggerpicture.com

VP/PRN

Matt Corbin

615-330-2863

mcorbin@biggerpicture.com

SD/PRSC

Kim Trosdahl

615-598-0175

ktrosdahl@biggerpicture.com

D/PRSM

Jay Bradley

615-500-3436

Jbradley@biggerpicture.com

D/PRSE

Jay Cruze

423-580-3549

Jaycruze@biggerpicture.com

D/PRSW, MW Allen Mitchell

615-260-8046

amitchell@biggerpricture.com

D/PRNE

Chris DeCarlo

412-398-1212

cdecarlo@biggerpicture.com

D/PRWC

Brad Helton

615-400-3269

bhelton@biggerpicture.com

Craig Morgan, Kellie Pickler, Glen
Templeton, John King, Kelsea Ballerini
GM

Greg McCarn

615-243-1276

greg@blackriverent.com

VP/NPR

Bill Macky

615-202-8135

macky@blackriverent.com

ND/PR

Mike Wilson

615-557-8884

mike.wilson@blackriverent.com

ND/WC

Bill Lubitz

702-580-6886

bill@blackriverent.com

D/PRNE

Jane O’Malia

412-480-4871

jane@blackriverent.com

D/PRMW

Joe Carroll

615-779-8382

joe@blackriverent.com

D/PRSE

Megan Boardman 615-579-4355

megan@blackriverent.com

CO/PR

Erica Sessa

erica@blackriverent.com

615-780-3070

Admin
Business Manager
Chief Exec. Officer
Co-Founder
Classic Country Media Serv.
Coordinator
Director
Director of Operations
Digital Marketing
East
Exec. Vice President
General Manager
Head
Interactive Marketing, Nat’l.
Label Operations
Manager
Managing Partner
Media Strategy
Marketing & Social Media

—
214-282-6092
615-347-9499
480-223-8337
615-743-5222
615-406-9302

gator@blasterentertainment.com
glenn@blasterentertainment.com
bob@blasterentertainment.com
dave@blasterentertainment.com
luke@blasterentertainment.com
Kristen@blasterentertainment.com

Jason Aldean, James Wesley, Kristy Lee Cook,
Dustin Lynch, Jackie Lee

Lainey Wilson
Jerry Cupit
P/CEO
SVP/PR
Dan Hagar
			

AD
BM
CEO
CF
CM
CO
D
DOP
DM
E
EVP
GM
H
IMN
LO
M
MP
MS
MSM

MW
N
NB
NE
O
P
PA
PR
PRA
PRF
PRM
PRMS
PRN
PRNM
PRNS
PRS
RIM
RIS
RM
RMN
RP

Mid West
National
New Business
North East
Owner
President
Partner
Promotion
Prom. & Acquisitions
Field Prom.
Prom. & Marketing
Prom. & Media Strategy
Promotion, Nat’l.
Nat’l. Prom., Maj. Market
Nat’l Prom. & Strategy
Secondary Promotions
Radio Interactive Marketing
Research & Info. Systems
Radio Marketing
Radio Maketing Nat’l.
Regional Promotion

Hank Williams, Jr., Jack Ingram, Chuck Wicks, Allison
Veltz, Aaron Lewis, Jared Ashley, Brother Trouble

Brandon Hamilton, Carissa Leigh, Colton James, Court
Yard Hounds, Elisa Grace, Joe Bachman, Homer Hart
P
SVP/PRM
DSP
DPR/WC,SW
DPR/SE, SW
DPR/MW, NE

ABBREVIATION KEY:

SVP/PR
VP/PRN
D/PRN, SW
D/NSRS
RP/MW
RP/WC
RP/SE
CO/PR

Carson James
Lee Adams
Jim Malito
Mary Forest Findley
Dawn Ferris
Layna Bunt
Scotty O’Brien
Chelsey Flick

615-351-7751
615-500-2961
480-203-4808
615-610-2098
214-924-1020
615-473-9010
615-830-8007
615-244-8600

carson@brokenbowrecords.com
ladams@brokenbowrecords.com
jmalito@brokenbowrecords.com
maryforest@brokenbowrecords.com
dawn@brokenbowrecords.com
layna@brokenbowrecords.com
scotty@brokenbowrecords.com
chelsey@brokenbowrecords.com

RR
RS
RT
SC
SD
SE
SEC
SM
SO
SSP
SPO
SP
SPC
SEP
STP
SVP
SW
TS
VP
W
WC

Revenue & Research
Radio Syndication
Radio Tour
Secondary Charts
Senior Director
South East
Secondary
Strategic Marketing
Strategic Online
Syndication & Special Pro.
Special Ops
Special Projects
Specialist
Secret Projects
Strategic Partnerships
Senior Vice President
South West
Tour Support
Vice President
West
West Coast

		
Eric Church, Alan Jackson, Eric Paslay,
Kelleigh Bannen, Brothers Osborne
UMGN VP/PR
UMG VP/RM
VP/PR
RP/SE
RP/WC
RP/SW
RP/NE
UMGN, D/RM
RP/MW
CO/PR

Shane Allen
Katie Dean
Jimmy Rector
Trudie Daniell
Ron Bradley
John Trapane
Mike Krinik
Donna Hughes
Chris Fabiani
Elizabeth Richards

615-524-7544
615-524-7553
615-524-7562
770-253-1784
619-501-5806
281-323-4053
615-524-7590
615-524-7584
615-524-7571
615-524-7538

shane.allen@umusic.com
katie.dean@umusic.com
jimmy.rector@umusic.com
trudie.daniell@umusic.com
ron.bradley@umusic.com
john.trapane@umusic.com
mike.krinik@umusic.com
donna.hughes@umusic.com
Chris.fabiani@umusic.com
Elizabeth.richards@umusic.com

Gwen Sebastian, Ty Herndon, Bucky Covington,
Shooter Jennings, Levi Riggs, Flynville Train, Buffy
Lawson, Amber Hayes, Coy Taylor, BJ Thomas, Rex
Allen Jr, Terri Clark, Adam Fears,
Billy Dean, Wrinkled Records
CF
CF

Nancy Eckert
Louis Newman

—
—

nancye@flyingislandentertainment.com
louis@flyingislandentertainment.com

Keith Urban, Lady Antebellum, Luke Bryan,
Little Big Town, Darius Rucker
Dierks Bentley, Jon Pardi, Mickey Guyton
UMG SVP/PR
SVP/PR
UMG VP/RM
UMGN VP/PR
RP/NE
RP/MW
RP/SE
RP/WC
UMGN D/RM
RP/SW
CO/PR

Royce Risser
Steve Hodges
Katie Dean
Shane Allen
Diane Lockner
Brent Jones
Bobby Young
Paige Elliott
Donna Hughes
Jeremy Guenther
Rachel Dobson

615-524-7588
615-524-7517
615-524-7553
615-524-7544
615-524-7592
615-524-7528
615-524-7555
720-502-7456
615-524-7500
501-217-5163
615-524-7541

royce.risser@umusic.com
steve.hodges@umusic.com
katie.dean@umusic.com
shane.allen@umusic.com
diane.lockner@umusic.com
brent.jones@umusic.com
bobby.young@umusic.com
paige.elliott@umusic.com
donna.hughes@umusic.com
Jeremy.guenther@umusic.com
rachel.dobson@umusic.com

PA
PA
D/PRN
DO
D/MSM
D/CS
M/PRS
D/PRNM
M/SO
M/RT
M/B

Nancy Tunick
615-403-6121
Teresa Johnston-Chance 615-456-0187
Renee McClure
615-646-3912
Mandy West
615-226-3355
Jim Alderdice
615-268-9876
Bonita Allen
615-689-2982
Wendy Bruzewski
615-673-2708
Greg Stevens
214-488-3590
John Griffin
615-500-3676
Shawna Chatfield
615-243-0119
Scott Whitehead		

Katie Armiger
P
D/RPN
D/RP
D/RP
D/RP
D/RP

Pete O’Heeron
Jim Dandy
Mary Lynne O’Neal
Bill Heltemes
Taylor Eschback
Anna Johnson

281-961-0481
615-483-4250
903-926-0625
859-653-7345
757-374-9705
859-699-1455

pete@coldriverrecords.com
jim@coldriverrecords.com
marylynne@coldriverrecords.com
bill@coldriverrecords.com
taylor@coldriverrecords.com
anna@coldriverrecords.com

Brandon Hamilton, Carissa Leigh, Colton James, Court Yard
Hounds, Elisa Grace, Joe Bachman, Homer Hart
P
GM
D/PRM

Larry Pareigis
Kevin Mason
Adelle Borchetta

Norbert Nix
RJ Meacham
Dave Dame
Brooke Meris
Chris Waters
David Friedman
Bo Martinovich
Mary Allison

615-301-4311
615-301-4458
866-505-9410
713-598-9355
615-301-4494
615-301-4415
615-858-1364
615-301-4418

norbert.nix@sonymusic.com
rj.meacham@sonymusic.com
dave.dame@sonymusic.com
brooke.meris@sonymusic.com
chris.waters@sonymusic.com
david.friedman@sonymusic.com
bo.martinovich@sonymusic.com
mary.allison@sonymusic.com

615-332-5511
615-974-1999
615-339-5598

larry@integritynashville.com
kevin@integritynashville.com
adelle@integritynashville.com

Weston Burt, Kira Isabella
Natalie Stovall And The Drive

Kenny Chesney, Tyler Farr, Casey James, Leah Turner

VP/PR
D/PRN
RP/WC
RP/SW
RP/SE
D/PRF
RP/MW
CO/PR

nancy@grassrootspromotion.com
teresa@grassrootspromotion.com
renee@grassrootspromotion.com
mandy@grassrootspromotion.com
jim@grassrootspromotion.com
bonita@grassrootspromotion.com
wendy@grassrootspromotion.com
greg@grassrootspromotion.com
john@grassrootspromotion.com
shawnachatfield@grassrootspromotion.com
scott@grassrootspromotion.com

P
Skip Bishop
VP/PR
Diane Monk-Harrison
ND/PR
Rick Baumgartner  	
ND/ARP Kim Stephens
D/PRW Kelly Symone
SPO
Caroline Cutbirth
SPO
Jennifer Wayne
			

615-730-6344
718-433-4616
615-730-6344 ext. 109
404-229-6712
916-868-3331
615-618-4449
615-438-8478

skip@hitshoprecords.com
diane@hitshoprecords.com
rick@hitshoprecords.com
kim@hitshoprecords.com
kelly@hitshoprecords.com
caroline@hitshoprecords.com
jen@hitshoprecords.com

Mark Chesnutt, Heartland,
Keith Bryant
Kevin Sharp, Michelle Cupit, Ben Gregg, Mustang
Creek, Dave Russell
P/CEO
SVP/PR

Jerry Cupit
Dan Hagar

615-731-0100 jerry@cupitmusic.com
615-731-0100 x13dan@cupitmusic.com

Lee Brice, Rodney Atkins, American Young,
Ashley Gearing, Mo Pitney, Wynonna, Rachel Holder
D/PRN
MPR
MPR
MPR
MPR
MPR

Mike Rogers
615-690-4217
EJ Bernas
615-496-6963
Joe O’Donnell
505-323-2925
Stephanie O’Donnell 615-418-3519
Annie Sandor
954-529-3380
Samantha DePrez 615-690-4218

mrogers@curb.com
ejbernas@curb.com
jodonnell@curb.com
sodonnell@curb.com
asandor@curb.com
sdeprez@curb.com		

David St. Romain
D/PR

Matt Deville

225-939-2496

management@davidstromain.com

P
VP/PR

Mike Borchetta
Martha Borchetta

615-288-4234
615-288-4234

mikeborchetta@comcast.net
marthaborchetta@comcast.net

Gary Allan, Vince Gill, Kip Moore,
David Nail, George Strait, Josh Turner
UMGN SVP/PR Royce Risser

615-524-7588

royce.risser@umusic.com

VP/PR

615-524-7539

van.haze@umusic.com

UMGN VP/PRN Shane Allen

615-269-2027

Shane.allen@umusic.com

UMGN VP/RM Katie Dean

615-524-7553

katie.dean@umusic.com

UMGN D/RM Donna Hughes

615-269-2046

donna.hughes@umusic.com

RP/NE

Michelle Tyrrell

818-326-1770

michelle.tyrrell@umusic.com

RP/MW

Donna Passuntino 847-531-6141

donna.passuntino@umusic.com

RP/SE

Louie Newman

louie.newman@umusic.com

RP/WC

Marlene Augustine 707-824-1745

marlene.augustine@umusic.com

RP/SW

Miranda McDonald 615-524-7537

miranda.mcdonald@umusic.com

UMGN CO/PR

Summer Harlow

summer.harlow@umusic.com

CO/PR

Julianna Underwood 615-524-7591

Van Haze

404-449-7399

615-524-7566

Julianna.underwood@umusic.com
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Lauren Alaina, Easton Corbin, Billy Currington,
Julianne Hough, Scotty McCreery,
Kacey Musgraves, Jennifer Nettles, Canaan Smith,
Chris Stapleton, Sugarland, Shania Twain
UMGN SVP/PR Royce Risser
VP/PR
Damon Moberly
UMGN VP/PRN Shane Allen
UMGN VP/RM Katie Dean
UMGN D/RM Donna Hughes
Sally Green
RP/NE
VP/PRN, RPSE Bruce Shindler
RP/SW
Jill Brunett
RP/MW
Charlie Dean
RP/WC
Summer Harlow
Chris Schuler
CO/PR
			

615-524-7588
615-524-7520
615-524-7544
615-524-7553
615-524-7584
615-524-7770
615-524-7720
615-351-8273
612-824-1220
931-638-3954
615-524-7514

royce.risser@umusic.com
damon.moberly@umusic.com
Shane.allen@umusic.com
katie.dean@umusic.com
donna.hughes@umusic.com
sally.green@umusic.com
bruce.shindler@umusic.com
jill.brunett@umusic.com
charlie.dean@umusic.com
summer.harlow@umusic.com
Chris.schuler@umusic.com

VP/PR
VP/PRRM
RP/NE
RP/SE
RP/SW
RP/WC
RP/MW
M/PR
RIS

Rick Moxley
Tom Baldrica
Macy Morgenthaler
Rick Hughes
Greg Sax
Lisa Owen
Nathan Cruise
Laurie Gore
PJ Olsen

615-324-7766
615-324-7779
615-324-7768
615-324-7794
615-324-7778
310-376-2258
615-324-7764
615-324-9960
615-324-7775

rick.moxley@sdumusic.com
tom.baldrica@sdumusic.com
macy.morgenthaler@sdumusic.com
rick.hughes@sdumusic.com
greg.sax@sdumusic.com
lisa.owen@sdumusic.com
nathan.cruise@sdumusic.com
laurie.gore@sdumusic.com
pj.olsen@sdumusic.com

Blackjack Billy, Kristian Bush, Emerson Drive,
Matt Gary, Tebey

P
SD/N
MP/EC
SP

John Ettinger
Ryan Barnstead
Traci Gholson
Bradley Banning

615-406-6650
615-340-6659
615-340-6659
615-340-6659
615-340-6659

murfalot@bellsouth.net
itsaliciaw@comcast.net
tgbcrazy@yahoo.com
hbud@maine.rr.com
yourduke@aol.com

615-331-9631
615-294-4787
916-903-7865
615-428-9708
615-496-5236

rob.dalton@newrevolution.us.com
hitsquadmn@aol.com
dave.kirth@newrevolution.us.com
maurisa.pasick@newrevolution.us.com
doug.baker@newrevolution.us.com

Stevie Lee Woods
PA
Chris Allums
			

615-300-5321

			

Sweetwater Rain (Curb)

Lori Hartigan
VP/PR
RP
Roger Fregoso
RP
Judy Griffin
RP
Jennifer Shaffer
RP
JR Hughes
Nanette Ballinger
CO/PR
			
		

760-929-1019
760-532-8521
404-713-3737
904-386-5050
931-521-3390
615-290-7473

lhartigan@sidewalkrecords.com
rfregoso@sidewalkrecords.com
jgriffin@sidewalkrecords.com
jshaffer@sidewalkrecords.com
jrpromoman@aol.com
nballinger@sidewalkrecords.com

RP
RP
RP

Doc Gonzales
Jim Dorman
Trenton Robert

615-301-4357
615-301-4368
603-626-9898
615-301-4465
615-301-4384
214-695-9777
818-290-3104
615-301-4417

keith.gale@sonymusic.com
josh.easler@sonymusic.com
dan.nelson@sonymusic.com
liz.sledge@sonymusic.com
matt.galvin@sonymusic.com
david.berry@sonymusic.com
larry.santiago@sonymusic.com
parker.fowler@sonymusic.com

Rachel Farley, Joe Nichols,
Chase Bryant, David Fanning
VP/PR
D/PRN
M/PRWC
D/PRSE
D/PRNE
CO/PR

Renee Leymon
Shelley Hargis
Kendra Whitehead
Mallory Opheim
Hilary Hoover
Caitlyn Gordon

615-417-7484
615-429-2600 	
408-316-2534
615-815-5478
317-695-9971
319-750-3296

renee@redbowrecords.com
shelley@redbowrecords.com
kendra@redbowrecords.com
mallory@redbowrecords.com
hilary@redbowrecords.com
caitlyn@redbowrecords.com

The Band Perry, Eli Young Band,
Florida Georgia Line, Cassadee Pope,
Savannah Keyes
P
Jimmy Harnen
615-324-7790
jimmy.harnen@republicnashville.com
VP/PR
Matthew Hargis 615-324-7902 matthew.hargis@republicnashville.com
John Zarling
615-324-7765 john.zarling@bmlg.net
VP/MS
DPRWC
Lois Lewis
615-324-7907 lois.lewis@republicnashville.com
D/PRSE
Stacy Blythe
615-324-7905 stacy.blythe@republicnashville.com
D/PRNE, MW Cliff Blake
615-324-7904 cliff.blake@republicnashville.com
D/PRSW
Mark Gray
615-324-7906 mark.gray@republicnashville.com
Katherine Susemichel 615-345-4531 katherine.susemichel@republicnashville.com
CO/PR
			
			
Carlene Carter, Steep Canyon Rangers, Steeldrivers,
Blue Highway, Son Volt, Steve Martin & Edie Brickell,
Daily & Vincent, James King, Della May
SVP/PR
VP/PR
SD/PR

Jill Weindorf
Karen Durkot
Howard Frank

310-385-4119
718-643-8033
615-339-8504

jill.weindorf@concordmusicgroup.com
karen.durkot@concordmusicgroup.com
howard.frank@concordmusicgroup.com

			
			
Maggie Rose, Humming House, Carolina Story, the
Command Sisters, Yarn
P
Scott Siman
EVP
April Rider
VP/PR
Jack Christopher
VP/DM
James Stewart
D/PRN
Rocco Cosco
D/PRWC
Jon Conlon
D/PRMW
Will Robinson
CO/PR
Garrett Thompson
			

615-256-1980
615-714-1749
412-916-9314
615-804-9602
615-438-8030
818-997-9393
813-205-3355
615-256-1980

VPPR/W, SW Mara Sidweber
469-231-6302
mara@southerngroundartists.com
VPPR/MW, SW Chuck Swaney
248-202-4116 chuck@southerngroundartists.com
RP/SE
Neda Tobin
214-417-7448 neda@southerngroundartists.com
Paul Williams
615-715-7884 paul@southerngroundartists.com
RP/NE
SSP
Clay Henderson 615-429-0262 clay@southerngroundartists.com
			
			
Spin Doctors: Robby Johnson, Andy Griggs,
Angel Mary & The Tennessee Werewolves, Kayla Calabrese; SMG: Stephanie Grace, Brad Puckett, Steve
Armstrong & The 25 Cent Beer Band, Lexi James

scott@rpmegroup.com
april@rpmegroup.com
jack@rpmegroup.com
james@rpmegroup.com
rocco@rpmegroup.com
jon@rpmegroup.com
will@rpmegroup.com
garrett@rpmegroup.com
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P/CEO
Al Brock
Kristin Johnson
EVP
D/CS
Joe Redmond
D/PR
Anne Sarosdy
D/PR
Tammy Lovett
			

615-329-3375
615-329-3375
615-329-3375
615-584-2663
615-975-4812

al@spindoctorsnashville.com
kristin@spindoctorsnashville.com
joe@spindoctorsnashville.com
anne@spindoctorsnashville.com
tammy@spindoctorsnashville.com

Thompson Square, Randy Houser,
Parmalee, Lindsay Ell

615-678-2522
615-601-6436
615-516-8447

doc@tc-promo.com
jim@tc-promo.com
trent@tc-promo.com

Brandon Hamilton, Carissa Leigh,
Colton James, Court Yard Hounds,
Elisa Grace, Joe Bachman, Homer Hart
P
SVP/PRM
D/SP
ND/E
ND/W

Larry Pareigis
Tom Moran
Kevin Mason
Ryan Barnstead
Chris Borchetta

615-332-5511
615-429-2337
615-974-1999
615-414-4665
323-208-1166

larry@turnpikemusic.com
tom@turnpikemusic.com
kevin@turnpikemusic.com
ryan@turnpikemusic.com
chris@turnpikemusic.com

			

Reba, Justin Moore, Brantley Gilbert,
Thomas Rhett, RaeLynn, The Mavericks

allums@quarterbackrecords.com

Chris Young, Jake Owen,
Love And Theft, Miranda Lambert, Sara Evans
SVP/PRN Keith Gale
D/PRN
Josh Easler
D/RP
Dan Nelson
D/PR
Elizabeth Sledge
D/PR
Matt Galvin
David “Bubba” Berry
MPR
D/PR
Larry Santiago
SPC/PR
Parker Fowler
			

johnettinger@ttamusic.com
ryan@ttamusic.com
tracigholson@ttamusic.om
bradbanning@ttamusic.com

			

Zac Brown Band,
Blackberry Smoke

O/RPMW, SW Rob Dalton
O
Jeff Solima
Dave Kirth
RP/WC
RP/NE
Maurisa Pasick
RP/SE
Doug Baker
			

615-499-4694
615-414-4665
810-833-9692
615-603-0869

Dylan Scott,
Morgan Frazier, Tim Dugger
Rachele Lynae, Jamie O’Neal

MP
Jimmy Murphy
SVP
Alicia Wurm
PR/SE
Tim Burruss
Harry Nelson
PR/NE
PR/NW
Dave Sholin
			

Toby Keith, JT Hodges, Joel Crouse, Josh
Thompson, Krystal Keith, Native Run

VP/PR
D/PRN
DPR/NE
DPR/WC
DPR/SW
CO/PR
SVP/MPS
D/RMN

George Briner
JoJamie Hahr
Shari Roth
Amy Staley
Brad Howell
Ashley Sidoti
John Zarling
Mandy McCormack

615-324-7782
615-324-7787
312-590-3229
615-324-7064
615-324-7793
615-574-7827
615-324-7765
615-324-7762

george.briner@valorymail.com
jojaime.hahr@valorymail.com
shari.roth@valorymail.com
amy.staley@valorymail.com
brad.howell@valorymail.com
Ashley.Sidoti@valorymail.com
john.zarling@valorymail.com
mandy.mccormack@bmlg.net

			
SVP/PR
VP/PR
D/NS, RS
N/SEPR
RP/WC
RP/MW
RP/NE
CO/PR

Carson James
Chris Loss
Mary Forest Findley
Heather Propper
Samantha Borenstein
Stan Marczewski
Abi Durham
Chelsey Flick

615-351-7751
480-861-9015
615-610-2098
602-317-0551
480-296-4197
615-610-2122
615-957-2076
615-244-8600

carson@brokenbowrecords.com
chris@stoneycreekrecords.com
maryforest@brokenbowrecords.com
heather@stoneycreekrecords.com
samantha@stoneycreekrecords.com
stan@stoneycreekrecords.com
abi@stoneycreekrecords.com
chelsey@brokenbowrecords.com

			
Austin Webb, Jaida Dreyer,
Dakota Bradley

P
Mike Culotta
RP/SW, SE, NE Tyler Waugh
RP/SE, NE, MW Eric Beggs
RP/WC
Steve Pleshe
RP/SE, MW Theresa Ford
			

727-433-0995
615-870-2040
603-560-1182
559-307-8148
615-504-4865

culotta@streamsound.com
tyler@streamsound.com
eric.beggs@streamsound.com
steve@streamsound.com
theresa@streamsound.com

Mike Kraski
Tim McFadden
David Shaw
Gary Greenberg
Jeff Davis
Sara Osborne

			

SVP/PR
Kevin Herring
VP/PR
Chris Palmer
D/IMN
Chad Schultz
Jordan Pettit
D/PRN
RP/MW, NE Abigail Law
RP/SE
Tom Martens
RP/SW
Ray Vaughn
RP/WC
Raffaella Braun
Jessica Rouse
CO/PR
			

615-214-1537
615-214-1424
615-214-1423
615-979-5203
913-645-8776
615-214-1417
214-683-7298
973-930-9118
615-214-1486

kevin.herring@wmg.com
christian.palmer@wmg.com
chad.schultz@wmg.com
jordan.pettit@wmg.com
abigail.law@wmg.com
Tom.Martens@wmg.com
ray.vaughn@wmg.com
raffaella.braun@wmg.com
jessica.rouse@wmg.com

Blake Shelton, Brett Eldredge,
Sheryl Crow, Hunter Hayes, Cole Swindell
LoCash Cowboys, Bill Gentry,
Tim Montana And The Shrednecks,
Jason Mitchell, Taylor Made

P
SVP/PR
D/PRN
D/PRN
D/PRN
CO/PR

Charlie Worsham, Faith Hill, Jana Kramer, Gloriana,
Frankie Ballard, Dan + Shay

615-351-4449
615-476-0090
401-219-1139
818-807-9495
615-260-4975
--

mike.kraski@tenacityrecords.com
tim.mcfadden@tenacityrecords.com
david.shaw@tenacityrecords.com
gary.greenberg@tenacityrecords.com
jeff.davis@tenacityrecords.com
sara@tenacityrecords.com

Kevin Herring
615-214-1537
SVP/PR
VP/PR
Kristen Williams 615-214-1563
D/RIN
Chad Schultz
615-214-1423
RP/MW
Katie Bright
615-748-8000
RP/SE
Lou Ramirez
615-214-1560
Mark Neiderhauser 303-663-4868
RP/SW
RP/WC
Rick Young
615-214-1452
D/RR
Torie Nugent
615-214-1465
CO/PR
Tyler Wall
615-214-1525
			
				

kevin.herring@wmg.com
kristen.williams@wmg.com
chad.schultz@wmg.com
katie.bright@wmg.com
lou.ramirez@wmg.com
mark.neiderhauser@wmg.com
rick.young@wmg.com
victoria.nugent@wmg.com
Tyler.wall@wmg.com

COME OUT FOR SOME FUN AND SURPRISES!

Kim
Guthrie
A

The Fun & Games
Department

s Cox Media Group EVP/Radio, Kim Guthrie oversees
57 stations in 11 markets, including six Country outlets
in five rated markets. Guthrie joined the company in
1998 as VP/GM of the Long Island, NY cluster, rising through
Regional VP and Group VP roles to her current position. Her
background includes sales and management, as well as work as
a television news reporter and anchor. Today, she guides a team
of A-list employees in a company with a long media tradition,
and focuses on fundamentals that have a proven track record of
success. She’s also having some fun.
Country Aircheck: What is your view of radio today – both as a
business and how it fits into people’s lives?
Kim Guthrie: We have a big radio cluster in Atlanta and [the recent ice storm] was an incredible opportunity for radio to really
shine – not just our News/Talk station WSBAM, but all of them, including our music
stations. Radio truly became a companion.
People were freaked out – some were in
their car for 24 hours. Phones were dead and radio became a
lifeline. The responsibility that comes with being a broadcaster
is paramount. It was our duty to be a leader and step up as a
lifeline and companion to people who needed to know what was
happening. They had nowhere else to go except perhaps the fellow travelers stuck in the cars next to them.
You can’t just mail it in with a voice-tracked personality. We had
people sleeping on the floor overnight. [Atlanta radio icon] Clark
Howard came in and did news for a few hours. Even Neal Boortz,
who technically is retired, came in. That’s effort we would have seen
in any of the markets we’re in.This is what we do. Someone has to
provide hope and get the information out. Local radio provides the
ultimate public service. Pandora, Spotify and the rest can’t.
The day-to-day programming is where the arts and crafts come
in – and that’s also where the fun comes in. That’s where the PD
can really flex his or her muscle by breathing life in-between the
records. “The war is won between the records” is an old adage,
but I really believe it.

THE INTERVIEW

“

The goal
has always
been to
be the
best. And
that starts
with the
focus Cox
puts on its
employees.
If we can
attract and
build the
best team,
the best
talent, we
will win.

”

What is the industry doing right, and where is it coming up short?
Radio is doing well when we band together as an industry –
whether it’s the FM chip or broadcasters getting together on
iHeart or other aggregated sites and not seeing it as competition, but as the place where we are stronger if we stand together.
That wouldn’t have happened five years ago.
The bad news is, we don’t do a great job with our own public relations. Being a legacy medium that’s been around forever doesn’t
make radio fun and sexy to write about. But the truth is, 92%
of Americans were listening to the radio each week in 1975 and
today that statistic is 92%. That’s amazing when you think about it,
but we do a pretty poor job of tooting our own horn. Maybe we’ve
been too busy squabbling over this or that piece of business. We
should stand stronger and link arms like we’re doing now with
industry initiatives like the FM chip. As an industry we’d be better for it. I hope there’s more of that to come.
What is radio’s place under the overall Cox Enterprises –
which is a huge umbrella?
It is. Cox Enterprises owns Cox Communications, our
cable company, a very, very big part of Cox Enterprises.
Cox Enterprises also owns Manheim Auto Auctions, autotrader.com and the Cox Media Group, which includes
TV, newspapers, radio and our direct mail business ValPak and Savings.com. Bill Hoffman is the President of
CMG. Each of the three areas has an EVP: I basicallly
run the radio group, Jane Williams is in charge of
TV and Michael Joseph oversees our print products.
Cox began 116 years ago as a newspaper in Dayton,
OH. The second oldest part of Cox Enterprises is
our radio group, which makes it a very important
part of our heritage.
We’re still run by the Cox family. We have third
and fourth generations at the top of our business,
That legacy piece of the portfolio is very important
and very near and dear to their hearts. Radio has
the advantage of being the fun part – I joke that
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THE INTERVIEW
we’re the fun and games department. But we are also a
huge part of our communities and provide incredible
community service.
I’m privileged to get to run Cox Radio. We may not
be the biggest radio company around, but that’s never
been Cox’s goal. It sounds cliché, but the goal has always
been to be the best. And that starts with the focus Cox
puts on its employees. If we can attract and build the
best team, the best talent, we will win. When I recruit
people, the fun part is telling them they will be working
for Cox. We have a pension plan, incredible benefits and
the resources to provide the tools they need to win. The
company believes our employees are our most important resource. If you start by hiring the best and treating
them well, you end up with great products. Great products ultimately turn into better revenue.
Having that much media concentration must provide
some great synergies in the markets you’re in.
The cool thing is we’re able to do cross-platform
things in news delivery, marketing and sales. We can
do some really great stuff with our digital offerings
that a lot of stations can’t do because they don’t have
a TV or print partner in that market.
The other opportunity is to share best practices.
We do some things with our radio research that had
automatic applications for TV. And we found the same
thing in TV.
The next real big stage will be sales and digital.
We’ll be learning how to go in as a cross platform
team of sales people who understand how to sell digital and do a better job with reach and search.

times I can be a little more objective about things
from the cheap seats. If someone goes down the
wrong road, I can look at it and ask why are we
doing that? I let the teams bring the ideas to the
forefront and then I have a vote. I probably have the
ultimate veto, but I don’t know that I’ve used that.
I understand you’re married to a programmer.
Yes, indeed. When we met, I was in TV and Todd was the
PD/morning personality for a Top 40 station. We talk
a lot of radio around the house. He’s actually a stay-athome dad who is “retired” now. When our first daughter
was born we were both in radio and I had just been promoted to sales manager. We were trying to find a nanny
when one of us said what if he stayed home for a few
months, then we’d find the right nanny. It’s now 24 years
and three daughters later, and his work at home has allowed me to do what I do. He’s been a terrific supporter.
He’s my main consultant, just with a bad paycheck.
Where’s the intersection of art and commerce – that
point where programming and sales meet?
I don’t want sales driving the bus, necessarily. But it is

Some companies have launched national morning,
evening and overnight shows. What path is Cox Radio
taking?
We debate this a lot. Doing a great job in one market
doesn’t necessarily mean that show or personality will
translate to other markets. Often the very thing that
made the show successful was its ability to be local,
relevant and compelling in that market. You often
lose that “secret sauce” when you try to take that show
to other markets. That’s not to say there aren’t great
morning shows or great talent that can be repurposed
and be very successful in that. There just aren’t a lot
of people who can transcend a single marketplace.
And syndicating a show just to save money really isn’t
the right reason.
Pandora, Spotify and other services will soon find
their place in the car. What does that mean for radio?
There have always been choices in the car. Radio’s only
choice is to make our brands so relevant and so important and compelling that the listener needs and wants
to seek them out. The DJ was the first content curator
and that’s exactly what our personalities do by weavingin their own stories or giving listeners the inside stuff.
The air personality has never been more important
than he or she is today.
How does streaming fit in Cox Radio’s business model?
We provide great content; the delivery method
should be irrelevant. Cox stations can be found on
iHeartRadio and TuneIn. We recently launched a
really awesome app for all of our music stations that
allows people to take our stations with them on their
smartphones. We are now measuring streams independently from our over-the-air ratings. We have a midday
show doing 30% of its audience through streaming.
And across the board, it’s as high as 10%, so we have
to be there with a quality product. The FM chip is
another neat thing the industry has done and we’re
very involved in that. It doesn’t drain your battery like
a WiFi signal and, most importantly, it doesn’t eat up
your data plan.

In April 2013 Cox sold 27 radio stations in eight markets. That surprised a lot of people.
We got out of the smaller radio and television markets. It takes a lot of effort and money to run a small
market and not a whole lot more to run a big market. But the return on investment is higher. We’ve
drawn the line that we only want to be in markets
50 and above. It was a very tough decision. We’re
not traditionally known for selling stations and we
don’t want to be seen as sellers. But what we did was
strengthen our portfolio. We doubled down in some
markets that were really important to us by buying
TV stations where we already had radio.

What is Cox Radio’s stance on performance royalties?
We have very strong concerns about any legislation
that would create a performance right that would
apply to terrestrial broadcasters. We’re already in advanced discussions with some record labels on royalty
deals that would have direct license opportunities
that would cover terrestrial broadcasters as well as
online streaming. The efforts of our industries along

How does Cox Radio corporate interact locally?
Well, I guess “corporate” would be me and VP/Radio Programming Steve Smith. Plus, we have Format Leaders. San Antonio OM Jeff Garrison is our
Country Format Leader, for example. We’ve removed
regional management layers, allowing us to be nimble

“

I don’t know I always feel that same love from other
formats. Country artists are very appreciative and not
afraid to show it. Country is about artists versus one-hit
wonders, and that makes for great radio. Country artists
are people we can, and do, get behind.

The DJ was the first content curator and that’s exactly what
our personalities do by weaving-in their own stories or giving
listeners the inside stuff. The air personality has never been
more important than he or she is today.

and quick in making decisions; a huge benefit.
Overall, it’s a very traditional model. The GMs report
to me. The PDs report to the GM. There’s a little bit of
a dotted line and plenty of interaction between Steve
Smith and me on programming decisions. But the PD
reports to the GM. I think that’s the way it should be.
We’re not constantly with the local teams, they
don’t report to us. We’re part of the team; we all have
a vote. But the local team has a lot of say.
Former CMG EVP/Radio Bob Neil came from programming, and most of your radio background is sales
and management. Has that changed anything with the
operation or the culture inside of Cox Radio?
I was a journalism major and my background includes
TV news, so one might argue that we’re still led by a
programmer. I’ve been in all of these different departments over the years, but I come from a product background first. We are very product focused. If you have
a great product, revenue tends to follow. You have to
have an incredible sales staff, of course. But it’s a lot
easier when you have something terrific to sell.
The discipline that Bob Neil brought to the company remains. We still believe in building great brands
and putting great sales managers and sales people in
the field who know how to turn it into revenue.
What’s your role with programming?
I’m very involved in programming decisions. I’m
involved in every single format change. But the ideas
generally come bottom-up from people in the field who
are more dialed in to what the local market needs.
I don’t micro-manage programming, but I have a
pretty good bead on what’s happening and some-
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important to have a good partnership between programming and sales. We all know this is a for-profit business.
We’re not here to find out how many times we can say
“no” to ideas. We’re here to find solutions that don’t
make the station sound awful. There’s a happy medium
and our programmers and sales managers work nicely
together.
Cox Radio owns Country stations WNGC/Athens, GA,
WHKO/Dayton, KKBQ & KTHT/Houston, WWKA/
Orlando, KKYX-AM & KCYY/San Antonio and
KWEN/Tulsa. What is Country’s place in Cox Radio?
We absolutely love Country, and so do I. I grew up in
the Midwest, so I guess I have Country in my blood.
Today’s delivery of Country is very much a Top 40 delivery. It’s active; it’s passionate. People love it. It’s very
hot right now. We’ve got some incredible Country
brands. And we’ve got some of the very best Country
programmers in the business. I’d put our guys up
against anyone.
What is Cox Radio’s relationship with the country
label community?
We enjoy excellent relationships with the labels and the
artists. We approach it as a true partnership that’s similar to the old days in that it doesn’t have to be adversarial. Those decisions aren’t being made by me, they’re
being made for each market, and that’s important. We
give our folks the autonomy to do the right thing for
their market.
What I see in Country that might be different from
the other formats is that the record labels really look
long term. You always hear Country artists thanking radio for making their songs hits and giving them careers.

”

this line shows we are working to address it and that
the government imposing legislation is not needed.

What else should we know about Cox Radio?
We’re the fifth biggest radio broadcaster by revenue.
We don’t have a lot of stations, but we do really well
with the stations that we have. You’re going to see a
little more innovation from the company than maybe
we’ve been known for in the past. We have the best
people, in my opinion. And we’re going to continue
to attract, hire and develop the best people.
Your focus on hiring top tier people is a recurring
theme in interviews that you have done.
Yeah. I have a lot of people around me who know a lot
more about a lot of stuff than I do. I certainly don’t have
all the answers. But I do think that “A” people want to
work with “As” – they can’t stand having “Cs” on the team.
It’s that “steel sharpens steel” mentality. If you can gather
up the “As” in the same room and allow everybody to have
their moment, you will come out with some great stuff.
That’s our goal.
Are you coming to CRS this year?
Last year was my first CRS and I was absolutely blown away
at how big of a deal it was. And, not just the programming
focus, but the sales focus. I wondered why more formats
didn’t do something like this? Then I realized how many
of our own people had never been to CRS and felt like we
needed to be there. Country is very important to Cox and
we need to show our support and show our strength. So,
this year, Cox will have a very big presence at CRS. It really
is something special, and I wanted all of my PDs and all of
my Country GMs to be there. So we’ll all be there. CAC
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WHAT I CAN’T PUT DOWN
‘Cause the devil wears black
and he goes by Jack
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